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( Fir.' Re9i.ion)

CorrigeDdam

( P(I.t~e :~~), clause 9.3.2, Equation 34 ) - Substitute the following for
the exrsting .cquation:

'For the non-linear portion, that is, between yield and elastic

buckling, an allowable stress of F., - _1~.~5 VF;. is permitted and the
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o. FOREWORD

0.1 This Handbook, which has been processed by the Structural
Engineering Sectional Committee, 5MBDC 7, the composition of which
is given in Appendix A, has been approved for publication by Structural
and Metals Division Council and Civil Engineering Division Council of
lSI.

0.2 Steel, which is a very important basic raw material for industriali
zation, had been receiving attention from the Planning Commission even
from the very early stages of the country's First Five Year Plan period.
The Planning Commission not only envisaged an increase in production
capacity in the country, but also considered the question of even greater
importance, namely, the taking of urgent measures for the conservation of
available resources. Its expert committees came to the conclusion that
a good proportion of the steel consumed by the structural steel industry
in India could be saved if more efficient procedures were adopted in the
production and use of steel. The Planning Commission, therefore,
recommended to the Government of India that the Indian Standards
Institution should take up a Steel Economy Project and prepare a series I

of Indian Standardspecifications, handbooks, and codes of practices in the
field of steel production and utilization.

0.3 Over several years of continuous study in India and abroad, and the
deliberations at numerous sittings of committees, panels and study groups,
have resulted in the formulation of a number of Indian Standards in the
field of steel production, design and use, a list of which it given in
Appendix B.

0.4 -In comparison with conventional steel construction which utilizes
standardized hot-rolled shapes, cold-formed, light-gauge steel structures
are a relatively new development. To be lure, corrugated sheet, which is
an example of such construction, has been used for many decades. How
ever. systematic use had started in the United States only in the 1930's
and reached large-scale proportions only after the Second World War.
In Europe, such large-scale use is beginning only now in some countries.

0.5 The design of light-gauge structural members differs in many respects
from that of other types or structures. Since its principles are relatively
new, they are as yet not usually taught in engineering institutions. The
important methods. referring to such design have been formulated in
IS : 801-1975, to which reference has been made throughout.

0.6 Intelligent and economical use of a code by a designer may be 'made
only if he has a thorough understanding of the physical behaviour of the

9
 



structures to wb.ich the code applies, and of the basic information on
which the code is based.

0.7 This handbook which deals with the use of cold-formed. light-gauge
sections in structures was first published in 1970 and was based on the
1958 edition of IS: 801. With the revision of IS: 801 in 1975, a revision
of the handbook was taken. This revision has been prepared in three
lections:

Section 1 Commentary
Section 2 Design tables and design curves
Section 3 Design examples

0.7.1 Section 1 contains a systematic discussion of IS: 801·1975 and itl
background, arranged by fundamental topics in a manner useful to the
practicing designer, This portion should enable the engineer not only to
orient himself easily with the provisions of IS: 801·1975 but _also to cope
with design situa tions and problems not specifically, -covered in
IS: 801·1975.

0.7.2 Section 2 contains considerable supplementary information on
design practices in the form of tables and design curves based on provi-
lions of IS : 80 1-1975. .

0.7.3 Section 3 contains a number of illustrated design examples
worked out on the basis of provisions of 15 : 801·1975 and Uling various
tables and design curves given in Section 2.

0.8 This handbook is based OD, and requires reference to the Collowi6g
Indian Standards:

IS : 800·1962 Code of practice for use oC structural Iteel in senera1
building construction ( ,ms,d)

IS: 801-1975 Code oC practice for use of cold-formed light gauge steel
structural members in general buildiDl cODstruction (fir,'
"vij;on)

IS: 811·1965 Specification for cold-formed light gauge atruetural ateel
sections ( "vis,d )

IS: 816-1969 Code of practice for use or metal arc welding Cor general
construction in mild steel (fir,' "Pinon )

IS : 818·1968 Code of practice for ,Iafety and health requirements in
electric and gal welding and cutting opetatioDi (filS'
"";,io,, )

10
 



IS : 875-1964 Code of practice for structuralsarety of buildings: Loading
standard.s ( "wIld )

IS : 1079-1973 Specification for hot-rolled carbon steel Sheet and &trip
( ,lai,d"Pinon)

IS: 1261-1959 Code of practice for seam welding in mild steel
IS : 4000-1967 Code of practice for assembly of structural joints using

high tensile friction grip fasteners

0.9 For the purpose of deciding whether a particular requirement of this
standard is complied with, the final value, observed or calculated,
espreaing the result of a test or analysis, shall be rounded off in accor
dance with IS: 2-1960.. The number of significant places retained in
the rounded off value should be the same as that of the specified value in
thil standard.

0.10 In the preparation of this handbook, the technical committee has
derived valuable assistance from commentary on the 1968 edition of the
specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Memben by
George Winter published by American Iron and Steel Institute - New
York. :

-Rules for roundinl off numerical valuel ( ,mud).

11
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contains _a systematic discussion of the provisions oJ

I. IQOPB
1.1 ThiI IeCtioD
IS: 801-1975.

2. Dn'RODUCTlON
2.1 Light I.. members are cold-formed from steel sheeta or strips.
ThickDeII for fra'm1'" memben ( beams, joists, studs, etc) generally range.
from 1-2 to 4-0 10m; for floor and wall panels and (or long span roof
deck tioal 1-2 to 2-5 mmt and for standard roof deck and wall cladd
.. &om 0-8 to 1'-2 DUlL These limits correspond to normal deaJ,n
practice, but should not be understood to restrict the use of material of;
Jarpr or amaIler thickness. In India light gauge members are widely,
IIIed in bus body construction, railway coaches, etc and the thickneu of!
thae,~All' {rom 1-0 to 3-2 mm,
'1.2 Forlllini is ,done in press brakes or by cold-rolling. Light gause.
memben caD be either cold-formed in rolls or by press brak~ from t

Oat Iteel generally not thicker than 12"5 mm. For repetitive mass produe-:
bon they are formed most economically by cold-rolling. while smaU quan
tities-of special shapes are .most economically produced on press brake._
The latter process, with itt great versatility of shape variation makes this
type of CDDltruction as adaptable to special .requirements as reinforced
concrete i. ill i~ field use, Presently light gauge me-mben are produced
in India both by press brake system (for use in small quantities) and by'
cold-(ormin. ( for use in large quantities). These members are ceenected.
together mOldy by spot welds, cold riveting and by special futenen.
2.' The cold-formed memben are used in preference to the hot-rollcc
leCtioDi ill the following situations:

a) Where moderate loads and spans make the thicker hot-rolled
lbapel uneconomical, for example, joists, purlins. girtl, roof
trUaeI, complete framing for one and two storey residential,
commercial and industrial Itrucwra;

b) Where it is desired that load carrying memben allG provide
useful lurfaca. for example, floor panel. and roof decb, IDOIdy
installed, without any monng and waJJ panell; and

c) \\'here sub-uaemLlies of luch memben can be prefabricated In
the plant. reducing lite erection to. minimum of simple optta
tiona. for exam~e sub-assembly of panel framing up to S-X 4
metres and more (or·Itructures listed in (a), standardized pack.ae
shed type utility buildinp, etc .

.. COIUlBNT SHAPES
1.1 18 contrast to bot-rolling, the cold-forming proceuel coupled with
automatic we1dins permit an a1mOlt in&nite variety of Ihapes to be

-. ~..... ,
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produced. The requirements for the sections generally manufactured in
India are given in IS : 811-19(j5. But the freedom of designen is not
limited to the use of sections listed in that Itand'rd. This is becaule a
great variety of usages require a corresponding variety'~r shapes. However
the dcsisner is advised to seek the advice of, the .m.nufacturen or fabri-
cators before Jpecifying apecial sections. ' I

3.2 ShapM lor Stractarall'ramlD. - Many of the lhapea currently in
use are .bOWD in Fig. I. .
3.3 Shapes 1 to 21 in Fig. 1 are outlines similar to hot-rolled shapes,
except that in shapes 2, 4 and 6 lips are used to stiffCD the thin ftangea.
These shapes are easily produced but have the disadvantage of beiDg
unsymmetrical. Shapes 7 to 11 are to be found. only in cold-formed
construction, they have the advaot,age of beinglymmetrical. Sbapea 7, 8,

t
10 and 11 are adapted for use in trussel and latticed girden; theie sections

I are compact, well atiffcned and have large radii of gyration in ,both
principal directions. Shape 9, lacking edge atiff'enen on the vertical.idea
is better adapted for use al a tension member. Shapes 12 aDd 13 are used
specifically u girts and cave struts respectively, in all-meta] buildings
shape 12 being the .ame al shape 4 which is a110 ~ed (or purJins. The
above memben are all one-piece shapes produced m~rely by cold-forming.

3.3.1 When automatic welding is combined with cold rolling, it i.
possible to obtain additional shapes. Shapes 14 and 15 are two varieties
or I shapes, the former better adapted (or use al stud. or columns, the
lat.te.L-£or joists or beams. Two of the most lucceuful shapes, namely
lha~ 16 and 1.7 are further adaptation. of sha~a 14 and 15. By deform
ing the webs,~"n,d by using projection lpot weldin,. curved alota are
Cormed which provide nailing grooves for connectiog collateral mater.ial,
such u wall board. aDd wood Boon. Shape. 18 and 19,represent' dOled
memben particularly favourable in compression the former primarily for
columns, the latter for compression chords or truIIeI. Shape 20· .hOWl
ODe of a variety of open web joists, with cbolds abapeel for Dailin" and
.hape 21 shOWI sections .imilar to the chord. of lbape' 20 CODIIedecI
directl)' to Corm a naUable Itud.

"'.2 The ahapes in Fig. I do not exhauJt the variety of 1Cdi0DI DOW
in 1IIe. There is DO doubt that design iapnuity will ~qce acIcIitioDaI
.hapes with better .tructural economy than maD)' or thole Ibown, or
better adapted.to lpecific usa. In the desip or such atrueturalleCtioDa
the main aim is to develop Ihapa which combioe ecoDOIDJ 01 material
( that is • Cavourable ItreDlth weight ratioJ witla versatility .. 01....
production, and proviaioD for effective an simple CODDec:tioa to 'other
structural ~memben or to non-stractunJ colla~raI material .. beda eI
them.
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4. DECKS AND PANELS
4.1 Some typical roof decks, Boor and roof panels, siding. and curtain
wall panels as they have developed during the last 20 years in USA and
are beginning to find application, duly modified, in other countries are
shown in Fig. 2.

4.2 Standard roof decks are Usually 58 mm deep, with a rib spacing of
'130 mm and are used on spans between purlins up to 5 m, As compared
to corrugated sheet they have the important advantage that the flat .urface
makes it possible to apply insulation and built-up roofing. Long-span roof
decks are used for spans up to 6 m and more, which meaDS that purlins
in most cases may be dispensed with. Chief application is for industrial
buildings, but also for other structures with relatively long roof SpaDS,
such as for schools.

STANDlQO F\OOF DECKS

r
I.

lor~G - SPAN f\OOF DE<;t<S

DO
FLOOrc -'NO ROOf PANELS

·CURTAIN • WALL PAHfLS

FlO. 2 FLOOR AND Roor DECCS, AND WALL PANBU

4.3 Floor and roof panels are made to cover spanl from 3 to 10m. They
are usually cellular in shape and permit a wide variety of ancillary uses.
Thus, acoustic treatment is obtained by perforating bottom lurfacea and
installing sound absorbing elements, luch &I 811.. fibre insulation. in the
cells. Electrification of the entire floor is achieved by pe~manent inltall.
tion of wiring in the cells, which permits floor outlets to be placed where
ver desired. Recessed lighting may be installed in the .pacea between
celli, etc. The flooring .proper iI installed on a light-wei.ht concrete flU
( 50 to 75 mm ) placed I)D top of the floor panel..

18
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4.3.1 Curtain waUs consist either of single-sheet siding or of cellular
insulated wall panels.

4.4 Advantages of these systems are light weight which reduces the cost
of main framing and foundations; speed of erection; absence of shoring or
other temporary supports for floors and roofs; immediate availability;
adaptability to later changes and additions; and suitability to perform
enumerated ancillary functions.

4.5 In the design of these members, structural efficiency is only one of
the many criteria since the shape should also be selected to minimize
deflections, provide maximum coverage, permit adequate insulation, and
accessibility of cells for housing conduits, etc. Optimum strength, that is,
optimum strength-weight ratio, therefore, is desired only conditionally,
that is, in so far as it is compatible with the other enumerated
features.

4.6 It is evident from this discussion that the shapes used in lightgauge
construction are quite different from, and considerably more varied than,
those employed in hot-rolled framing. In consequence, an appropriate
design code, such as IS: 801-1975 and IS: 800-1962 should enable the
designer to compute properties and performance of practically any
conceivable shape of cold-formed structural members.

.5. MATERIAL

5.1 Structural steel sheet used for production of member should conform
to IS : 1079· 1973.

6. DEFINITIONS

'.1 Stlft'eaecl COlllpre.aloD ElemeDt -A flat compression element, for
example, a plane compreuion flange of a flexural member (Fig. 3A, 3B
and sa ) or a plane web 'or ftan.e of a compression member, of which
both edges parallel to the direction of stress are stiffened by a web, flange
ltifFening lip, intermediate stiffener or the like conforming to the
requirement of 5.2.2 of IS : 801 • 1975.

19
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3A 38 3C

STIFFENED
COMPRESSION
ELEMENTS

3D 3E

FlO. 3 STIPFENED COMPRJtSSION EL.M&NTI

6.2 U••~••ecI Co,mp..e••loD ElellleD~.~ A flat eleme~t which il
atitrened at only one edge parallel to the direction of Itrea (Fig. 4 ).

UNSTIFFE 0 COMPReSSION ELEMENTS

FlO. 4 UNITIFPBNaD COMP.UlIOM ELamNTI

.., Mllidple leur.... £1_..... aacI' l.beIe..... - AD element
that it ltifFened between webs, or betwe~D' a. web and a ltift'ened edp

Ie Fig. 5'). by means of intermediate stiffeners which are parallel to the
direction or atrea and which conform to the requiremeDti.or5.2.2 or
18:801-1975. A IUbelement ill he portion between adjacent ltifFenen_
between web and iDtermediate stiffener or between edge ucllatermecti
ate stiffener.

20 



MULTIPLE STIFFENED
• ELEMENT -

L

Fro. 5 MULTIPLE STIPFENED ELEMENT AND SUB-ELEMENT

8.4 Flat Width Ratio - The flat width ratio ~ of a lingle fiat element
t

is the ratio of the flat width Ib, exclusive of edge fillets, 'to the thicknell I
( I" Fig. 6 ).

r
~ or WI, ,

b

EFFECTIVE
DESIGN WIDTH

w,
Flo. 6 FLAT WIDTH RATIO

6.5 _ecd.. 0..118 Width - Where the ~at.wi~th w ?f an element i.
reduced for design purposes, the reduced design width b I. termed at the
efFective width or effective design width ( Fig. 7 ).

ACTUA
10TH

Flo,.7 EFPECTIVB DESION WIDTH
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6.6 Tonlo... nezaraJ BackU•• - A mode of buckling in which
compression members can bend and twist simultaneously ( Fig. 8 ).

( The cro••••ctlon shown dotted aft.r buckling)

Flo. 8 TORSIONAL FLEXURAL BUCJtLINO

6.7 Polat Symmetric SecdOD - A section symmetrical about a point
( centroid), such as a 'Z· section having equal flanges ( Fig. 9 ).

FlO. 9 POINT SYMMBTRIC SECTION

6.8 Yield Stre••, F, - The cold-rolled steel sections are produced from
strip steel conforming to IS: 1079-1973, the yield atreae. of the ateel. are
as follows:

Grad, ru« St",1 ( Mi" )

8t 34 2 100 kgf/ems

St 42 2400 "
St 50 S 000 "
St 52 3600 "

7. LOADS

7.1 For general guidance al to the loads to be taken into account in the
design of structures, reference should be made to IS : 800-1962 and
IS : 875-1964. '
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.. DBSIGN PROCEDURE

8.1 G..eral - All computations for safe load, strell deflection and the
like shall be in accordance with conventional methods of structural design
except al otherwise specified herein.

8.2 Propertln 01 8ecdou - The properties of sections ( crcss-secticnal
area, moment of inertia, section modulus and radius of gyration) shall be
determined in accordance with the conventional method. of structural
design.

8.2.1 Computation of properties of formed sections may be simplified
by using a method. called 'linear method' in which the material of the
aection is considered concentrated along the central line of the steel sheet
and the area elements replaced by straight or curved line elements, The
thickness element I is introduced after the linear computation baa been
completed.

The total area of the section is found from the relation
'Area - Lt, X ,t where L, is the total length of all the elements. The
moment of inertia of the section is found from the relation 'I - l' X I'
where l' is the moment of inertia of the central line of steel sheet,

Th«: section mcdulus i. computed as usual by dividing 1 or ( l' X I )
by the distance from neutral axis to the extreme and not to the central
Iiae of extreme element.

Fint power dimensions such as %,,, and, ( radius of gyration) are
obtained directly by the linear method and do not involve the thickness
dimenaioD.

When the'ftat width w of a stiffened compreuioD element is reduced
for design purposes, the effective design width 6 is used directly to
compute the total effective length LefteCtive of the line el~entl.

The elements into which most sections may be divided for applica
tion of the linear method consist of straight linea and circular ArCi. For
convenient reference, the moments of inertia and location of centroid of
luch elements are identified in Fig. 10.

8.2.2 The formula for line elements are exact. since the line as such
hal DO thickness dimensions; but in computing the properties of an actual
section, where the line element represents an actual element With a thick.
nca dimension, the results will be approximate for the following reasons:

a) The moment of inertia of a straight actual element about itl
longitudinal axis is considered negligible.

·23
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FlO. 10 PROPERTIES OF LINE ELEMENTS

b) The moment of inertia of a straight (actual) element inclined
to the axil of reference is slightly larger than that of the corres
ponding Jine element. but for elements of similar length the error
Involved is even less than the error involved in neglecting the
moment of inertia of the element about its longitudinal axis.
Obviously, the error disappears when the element it normal to
the axis.

c) SmaU errors are involved in using the properties or a linear arc
to find those or an actual corner. but with- the ulualsmall comer
radii the error in the locaiion of the centroid of the comer is of
little importance, and the moment of inertia generally negligible.
When the mean radius of a circular element is over four times
its thickness, as for tubular sections and for sheets with circular
corrugations, the error in using linear arc properties practically
dilAppearl.
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A typical worked out example is given in Section 3.

8.3 Effecd"e D••I.a Wldtla - Consider a plate simply supported OD
two edges and loaded as shown in Fig. 11.

As the load f is gradually increased, the stress will be uniform. At
•. ' , TeIE

a stress equal to the crlhcal.trcsa namely for - :i ( 1 _ lAo' ) (6/t )1 ••• (1)

(where 1&- Poisson's ratio and , .. thickness) the plate at the centre
will buckle. The stress distribution is as shown in Fig. 12A.

As the load f is gradually increased the unbuckled portion of the
plate resists the loads and the distribution of stress is as shown in
Fig. 12B. Failure occurs at a stage when the stress at the supported edge
reaches yield stress F, and the distribution of stress at this stage is .1
shown in Fig. 120.

.... I_fet ....

12A

b

FlO. 11

12 B

~
FlO. 12

For design purposes the total force is assumed to be di~tributed over
Jesser width with uniform stresj. This reduced width i. called the effec
tive design width of plate ( I" Fig. 13).
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lIds -fmu:6e
o

Flo. IS

F, - ( b )1 J or
3 (1 - 141

) T

(! )'_ "IE ,or
, 3 ( 1 - IA') F.,

( : ) - 1'9~;;' ...... (2),
This expression, known as Von Karman equation, based on experiments
hal been modified by Winter as

6 - 1'91 .Jf:. [1 - 0'47S( ~ ).J~] ...... (5)

IS: 801.1975 is based on the latest expression adopted by AISI Code 68

which is given.a ~ - 1'9 .JI:[ 1 - 0'415 t ~ ).JJ~J...... (4)

Substituting for E al 2 074 000 kgf/cm'

{-- 23~( .t - (w~::Vi) ...... (5)
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The simplest form for effective width expression is obtained by
equating yield stress
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••••••(8)

•••••• (7)

••• 1(5) .1_

8.3.1 Formulae for load and deflection determination:

. The stiffened compression eleme~ts fail when the edge Itreu (that
ii, the Itreal on the effective area) reaches the yield point- In- order to
compute the failure moment Malt of a beam it i. necessary to calculate
the ICction modulus at a Itress equal to the failure streu, that i. the yield
atreu, and multiply it by the yield stresl.

M. t - Sa''', X f, ...... (6)

The factor of safety for bending members - 1-67 that is F, 1m 1·67 X fb
where fb if the basic desigQ Itrell.

Mill, - Sa'''' X 1-67Fb

• At Mal'
-. allowable - Factor of lafety

Malt ~ I'.

- ""f07 - "a'" XJb

It may be confusiog to the designer to calculate allowable bending
moment at section modulus at F., and then multiply by I b. To avoid
this confusion, the effective width expression for load determination i.
modified by replacing I by 1-67flO that the designer can substitute f for
determining the effective width and thus calculate- the IeCCiOD modulus
and multiply the section modulus by fagain.

Therefore. the expression for effective width for load calculation i.
obtained as follows by substituting t-67finstead ofI in expression (5):

" 2 736 [1 - 598=== -J
T - V .-67] f*.JF67 f

2117 [1.... 462]
-VI .-r0.JI (9)

The expreuions (9) and (5) are rounded off and modified to arrive at the
expreuion given in 5.2.1.1 of IS: 801·1975. .

Lotul d,tmni"ation:

II 2 120 [ 1 _ 465 ]
T - -\TJ .s. I r

~ t ""

...... (10)

 



...... (13)

••.•••(12)

1P1'(5)-1MO

Dljllelitnl ill"",i"1I1i.,,:

II 2 710,[1-W'6OO f
]__~ ID ••.••• (11)

''VI T
The flanges are fully effective when II - w; substituting in the expreuioD
(10) .a II - w;

~ _~I~c[ 1-7~ f ]

By simplifying the expression ( 12 )

( U1 )1 2120(_)+985800 0
T - V-I' T f-

This i. a quadratic equation in ( ~ ) and solving

II} t 431
--~, vI
TL~- • difi d (It)) 1 435uullmo e as -, ua ... .,;!

In a aimilar way ( ~ )11. (or deflection determination can be

obtained from expreuion (11) as,

. (.,) 1813 hich • odefi dT •• r rr: 11m me AI

(~ )..-~7 in IS : 801.1975

1.3.2 Vim. Wildt./Or Squr, all Tu.'. &";.11I - These 1eCti0Dl
heiDI rolled under atrict quality control. a higher value of efrective widths
are permitted to be in alfeement with the experimmtal results.

i.s.s· MaUi/lh SI,,_,d EI,.,,,,,, tI1t~ Wid, SI;.r",,4 EI.."", wilA El"
SIll--, - The elements with lar,e Sat width ratios become uDeCODOmk.1
beCauIe they have Oftly very IID.II effective widtba. In nacb caaa the
elemeDu may be ItifFeaed with .tift'enen u .bOWD in FiB.. 5. In
... wheD eat wiet," ntio of subelcment exceeds 60 bc~ or the abear
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lag effect, the effective design width and also the effective area of the
stiffener should be reduced as given in 5.2.1.2 of IS: 801-1975.

8.3.4 Stiff,,,,rs for Compr,ssion El,,,,mts - In order that a flat compres-
• sion element may be considered a stiffened compression element it shall

be stiffened along the edge with stiffener of sufficient rigidity. The mini
mU!D moment of inertia required to Itiffen the edge has been calculated
approximately and the expression under 5.2.2.1 of IS: 801-1975 hal
been arrived at. The experimental results give a close fit to the values
obtained from the expression. Whereas an edge stiffener stiffens only one
compression element, an intermediate stiffener stiffens the two compres
lion elements on either side of the ltifFener. The minimum moment of
inertia required for an intermediate stiffener is proposed as double the
moment of inertia of an edge .tifFener.

Test. have shown that in a member with intermediate s_tifFenen the
effective width of a subelement is leu than that of an ordinary stiffened

element of the same 7ratio, particularly if ~ exceed. about 60. This

may be understood (rom the discussion in the following paragraphs.

In any flanged beam the normalitressel in the flanges are the result
of shear Itresses between web and flange. The web) as it were. originates
the normal stresses by means of the Ihear it transfers to the flange. The

• more remote portions of the flange obtain their normal "tress through
.hear from those closer to web, and 10 on. In this sense there is a
difference between webs and intermediate stiffeners in that the latter i.
not a shear-resisting element and therefore does not c originate t normal
Itreaet through shear. On the contrary, any normal stress in the stiffener
should have been transferred to it from, the web or webs through the
intervening ftange portions. A. long as the subclement between web and

ltift'ener is flat or only very slightly buckled ( that is with low ~) this

shear proceeds unhampered. In this case, then, the stre.. at the stiffener
is equal to that at the web and the .ubelement is' as effective u a regular

ltift'ened element of the same 7 ratio.

However Cor large .!.. ratio, the aUght buckling wayes of the sub-. , '.

element interfere with complete .hear transf~r and create a shear Jalt\
coasequendy the Itrea distnDution \in a .multiple stiffened element, when.

III . .\
the T ratios of the IUbelements exceed about 60, can be ,hOUSht of at

 



represented in Fig. 14. That is, since the edge stress of a subeJement is
less at the .tiffener than at the edge. its effective width is leu than that of

corresponding stiffened element ( with same 7ratio). Also the effi·

ciency of the stiffener itself is reduced by this lower stress; this fact is best
accounted for by assigning a reduced effective area to the ItifFener.

Correspondingly the effective widths of subelements are identical

with those obtained from 5.2.1.1 of IS: 801.1975 only where 7 it lea

MAX
STRESS

- ---- l--
MEAN

STRESS

FIG. 14 MULTIPLE STIFI'BNED ELEYEN'r

than 60. For larger ~ ratios these effective widths are reduced. accor

ding to the Cormula 5.2.1.2 oCIS: 801-1975. Also in view of the reduced
efficiency of the intermediate .tiffenera as just described, their eft'ective
area for determining propertles of sections of which t,hey arc part, b to be
determined from the fonpula (or ..4.1,. It mould be Doted that the
usually slight reduction in efficiency provided by 5.2.1.2 of IS : 801·1975
doea Dot detract Crom the very considerable gain structural economy
obtained by intermediate stiffener••

Provisions (a). (b) and (c) of 5.2.2.2 of IS : 801·1975 reflect the
described lituation, namely, that the intermediate ItifFenen, due to shear
lag across llightly waved subelement are not al effective .. complete weba
would be. Conseq'uently, if a number of stiffeners were placed between

webs at IUch distances that the raulting lubelemeritl have T rauOl of
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••~ ••• (15)

•••..• (14)

••~ ... (16)

_ ••(5)-1_

conliderable magnitude, there would be a rapidly cumulative lou or
effectiveness with increasing distance from the web. Provilionl <a) and

(b) in essence provide that uT or the .ubelementa exceeds ( f )llm' that

is, if they are in the alight1y buckled atate 10 that the Ihear tra~Cer il

interfered with, only such intermediate ItifFenen which arc adjacent to
web ahall be regarded al effective. On the other hand if Itiffenen are
10 closely spaced that the subelementa ehow no tendency to alight buckle

[ that is, ~ i. Icss than ( 7t.J. the entire element including stiffe

ners will be fully effective. This is what provision (c) al.o specifies for
such closely stiffened elements an effective thickDeII '. for computing,
when needed, the flat width ratio or entire element ( including .\ifFcncn ).
It i. easily checked that this I. Is the thickness of a solld plate ~viDg the
same moment of inertia as the actual, closely stiffened element.

I. ALLOWABLE DESIGN STRESSBS

9.1 00.......10... Va.tiff... Elem.at. - An unstiffened compre

Ilion element may rail in yielding ir it is short and ita 7ratio is leIS thaD

• certain value.

The elastic critical local buckling stress for a uniformly compreaed
plate is

f; ETtiE
or - 12 ( I _-p.-'-)-(-~-)-.

For • 10Dl rectanKU!ar plate with • free edse and IUpportedota three
edsa the value ofK - 0·425. When the reatrawns effect of the c:ooncc-
ted ed.e is coaaldered K can be takeD AI 0·5. The limit of .1!. ratio below

~ ,
which the alee) will yield can be found out by equatmg

II. _ O·5K1E

, 12 ( 1 - ,,-) ( 7r
Sub.ututiag (or E and I't ( 7)- :e.;;.

u B-2 074000 "If/em· and IA - 0-3.

ICthe ItCeIIau sbarp yieJdiDl and the elemcut is ideally pbIne, dae daDeat
will tail by yielcliDl below th. limit. Iu practice the ...., wiD buckle

 



below this theoretical limit and it has been found at a value of about 0-55
times this value will be suitable for practical calel and hence the limit js

&zed as~ in 6.2 of IS: 801-1975.· As the cold-forming process leU
VFy

up residual Itreuel this also reduces the proportional limit. By alluming

a proportional limit of 0·65 F" the limit of ( 7)at which elutic buckling

Itarts can be found out al

0-65 p _ 0'5.18

., 12 (1 - ,,') ( T):
( w ) .. I O·5WiE-, •• 'V 7.S(1-,,')F., ...... (17)

Substituting E .. 2 074 000 kgf/em' and lit- 0 3,

(
'" ) 1200
T • == V P.,

ThiJ limit is taken u 1 2~_ in 6.2(b) of IS: 801·1975. For the
.." F.,

ithin h II · of w 530 w t 210 tha - th ·
Itreua WI t e lDUt -,- VF~· to 7 - VF., t IS e region

of inelastic bucklin. line B iD Fig. l~. Straight line variation is auumed
aDd the equation ia worked out .. (olloWl:

Let the equation CO Itraight line be

f--(-i)+'
• 590 -!i.atT-:t./T., p.- 1"67 -o-6F.,

• 1210 &5xlE I

at - - --:-r:- P.,.. I 12'10)1 ... o-!8S p'V', J2(I-pl>(--' X 1-67 .
"'7;

530.0. &6 F, - • :;r~ + c

1210
aad 0"$85', -.vii +,

 



Solving theIe equatioas:

.. - - 0-000 32 F7V F~ aacl
& .. 0·769 F.,

Hence labltituting in the' equatioa, the ezpreIIiOD for allowable
stress is obtaiacd as:

F.- Fr [ 0'769 -( s:) ~ ";11;]

This i. rounded oJF AI the expreSlioD given ia IS: 801.1975

F•.. F,[ &767 - ( s..~ ) ~ vF;J _... (18)

A
F y YIELDING

c:c Fy
fif

o
----.-- f

d

FlO. 15 UNSTIFFBNBD £LaM.NT FAILuaa STausu AlfD ALLOW~
III

STIlE... 1'0. 0 < T < 60

For!!. ratio from 25 to 60 the allowable Itreu iI obtained .. cliu:Ii:....I . .~

O-S-K1E
the expression 12 ( 1 _ p') ("", ). by a 'actor or.rely or 1'67

 



••••••(19)

••.••• (21)

Oe~'E

that is, F. - 12 ( 1 _ 1£1 ) ( w/I )1 X 1·67
561250

-~-~(7r
The expression given in 6.2 (d) of IS :.801-1975 is 5(2;)•.

For sectioDi other than angle section. the allowable stress expression

is obtained by joiniDg the point e and d. .-As for large .!!!- ratios there is
t

sufficient poIt buckling strength factor of safety which is taken care of in
the post buckling strength and the point d is taken in the buckling curve.

By fitting a straight line between the limits wIt == 25 and 60, the

equation to .traight line is obtained as ( 1 390 - 20 7) ....., (20)

9.2 LateraUy V.braced Be.... - The critical moment for a beam
limply supported at the two end, and subjected to two end couples i.

M .. - J ( ",IEC. )
or - r'V EI., G] 1 + G]L'

, blltJI
For I beams C. - -U

IJII
.Ddl~ -6

. no! ~p b~
Theequatil)D(21) becomesMor - LV EI., G] + -raI.,~

KA i ( 'II )1 iJi- L'V EI.,G],,+ r 1r l eEIT
••.••• (22)

Therefore. the critical atrea for lateral buckling of an I beam
IUbjected to pure bending is given by

M.r Mor -. I wi E' ·d~
cr. - ~- (1

12
) - 2I"LV EI.,G] + -u;1:1-;r

NE· tJ 'th'" Li 1•- -xY"I'"'l .., • - +~- ...... (23)
~..,. . ... : ft' 41.'
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For thin-walled sections the fir~t term appearing in the square root
is considerably less than the second term and hence neglecting the first
term, we get
.\ I . 'ltldlE

(Jor - --w
friEd'

== 2 LI

1 1.,
'.'." . '0-2

To consider the effect of other end conditions coefficient Cb is added
aad' .

17
21;
.:»
2 ( SEt)

. ".' '!: ~ nlEd 1, fe'Ed
- SE L- • 2 - SEO LI 1"0 ••• • (24) .

. ' i\'~ Wh-ere Sao is the section modulus with respect to the compression
fla'ftge and 1,0 is the moment of inertia of compression flange about yy.
a~is that is
" ~ :.' .,'.

"IE Cb
Gor - SaG LI ...... (25)

-dl;;

It may be noted that the equation applies to the elastic buckling of
cold-formed steel beams when the computed theoretical buckling streas i.
less than or equal to the proportional limit t1 f. But if the computed
stress exceeds the proportional limit then the ~am will fail by inelastic
buckling. For extremely short beams the maximum moment capacity
may reach full plastic moment AIp. A study by Galambos. baa .hOWD
that for wide flanged beams M p - I'll M.,.

Tbis- means that extreme fibre stren may reach an equivalent value
"1" LIS

of I'Ll, fy when d I so -0) if we use the elastic section modulus Sue
, ~o

. :As in the case of compression memben, effective proportional li~t
can be assumed as one half the maximum mea that i. i.,., '.

"PI' - i ( 1·11 F,,) - 0'555 F, (26)
. LIS

The value or correspondiDg 71;7 it obtaiDCd ..

,,~: :.luolutic) laceral buckllDI_01 beaml, T. v. a.ra.boI. Jauraal of Serue""
DlvlsiOD ASCB Proc. Volume 89, No. IT 5 October 1961.
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or

telE Cb-- - O·555F.,L'Sx O

dI;~-

LI SXO ~E Cb I'S ". E Cb

tn;; - O"555F; - F,

The stress against . / Lt S;!... is shown in Fig. 16.
'V d 1"0

. / -

.. ' \

...... (2'>

O·S55Fy

2
f.F (1-11- _, .!.I...- L SllC)

., 3·24 fT2ECb dayc

I
I I

INELAST C~ELASTIC
I I
t I
, I

---r-------- e
, I
I I
I I

I !
I

}LZS.C
dtyc

FlO. 16

The equation for the stress in the inelastic region is obtained by fitting a

[
t F ] ,

parabola! - F y A -0 :r0: between the points a and c ..

1-11 s, F dAt point a. dJy: - 0 and f == 1'11 van

. • LI Sxo 1-8 "IE Cb d / 0 555 F S bstl · heseat pOInt c. d 1'0 - -F-;-- an -' v- u sbtutmg t ese,

the value .of Ji is found as I-II and that of B as 3·24.
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lPa8(5)-111O

The value of - I It 3'. at which the Itreuf - F7 is found out ..
'V d 1"0

F F [1 11 1 F, t» Sxo ]' ==, · - 3-24 • 7\IECb . • d 1"0 •

1 .° LI Sxo 0-°6 7t
I E Gb

10 VlDI --;rr:;;:- - ;} • F'0 .,
For the allowable stresses in 6.3 of IS : 801.1975, the atreael are obtained
by dividing the following expression by the factor of safety 1-67_ For the
inelastic range the expression is

f F [ 1-0 1 FY LI Sxo ] (28)-., -3=2'4 ,,1 E C
b

trr;; ......
In this expresslon to be on saCe side the factor 1 is taken instead of I-II

and the expreuion in the elastle range isf - 'It;~~b ...... (29)

tn;;-
By dividing the expressions in (28) by 1-67,

Fb - f F7 - 5.~icb ( L;L; )
LI S 0-36.,..IE Cbfor ~e range d1xo greater than F and'0 . .,

J-SnIE C LI S .1-S"IE Cb • •
!> F., b. When d 1.,::> F., that u elastlc range

.,. 6 nlE Cb
rb - O· It Sso ...... (30)

d 1"0
F LI Sxo 0-36 'lC'E Cb 11 bl · t 11 2:.z ~or d I < F a owa e stress 11 Da ura y 1.67~Jb

'0' .
'.2.1 The Z-shaped sections, when they are 'loaded parallel to web

they deflect laterally due to unsymmetrical bending, if Dot properly
braced.

, Hence to be on conservative side the value as given in 8.S(h) of
IS : 801·1975 are assumed. .,.3 Web. 01 Be....

• .s.1 In regard to webs, the designer i. faced with lomewhat different
problems in light gauge steel conlt~ctioD than in heavy hot-rolled COlli
truetion. In the latter, the web. with large hi' ratiOi are usually fumiahed
with atilrenen to avoid reduction of allowable Itre.. In contralt iD
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0.'(5)-_

cold-formed conetructlon large hll ratios are the rule rather than' the
exception. At the same time the fabrication process, as a rule, maka
it difficult, though not impossible, to employ 8tiffenen. Under these
conditions the problem is ·that of so limiting the various allowable web
Itresses that adequate stability is obtained without the use of stiffeners.

••••••(SI)
5864904

9.3.2 The web of a beam may be considered as a limply supported
plate subjected to shear only. The elastic stress at which a simply

eel 1 bi d h - 5'35 11:' E h&.·support p ate au ~ectc to s ear 18 Gcr = 12 (1 _ fAt') (hIt)' w ere. II

the smaller dimension and " the thickness.

Substituting for the value or E .. 2 074 000 kgf/cm
'

and fA a: 0·3;

5-35 X 9·87 X 2 074000 10028980
Gor =- 12 X 0-91 ("'t)1 11:I (Ia/,)I

Assuming a factor of aafety equal to 1·'1. Allowable stress in elutit
shear buckling is:

10028 980 -1-71 (la/t)1 (Ia/t) I

This value is given iD &-f.l(b) of IS: 801-1975 as F., - 5 CS:/;
•••••• (32)

The yielding stress in shear is known to be • ~_ times that of yield-
v 3 .

· .. F F"109 stress an tension rl - V3- •

In the yielding case, that is for smaller hi' ratios, a lesser factor of
tafety is permitted and is equal to 1-44.

Hence for smaller hI' ratios, that is, when the sheet fails by yielding

by shear, the allcwable stress e,V-F
r - 0'4 F, ...... (33)

3 X 1-44

This is given as the maximum limit in 6.f.l(a) of IS: 801-1975.

For the non-linear portion, that is, between yield. and elastic huck

ling, an allowable stress of F.,'= 1 ;;,5 is permitted and the limit of "'1
• · kith 4 590 (Q..f)ratIo IS ept CIS an -:-r-- ... ... ,,~

·v F ,
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'.4 eo..p,....loa M.mber.
9....1 G"."td - The basic difference between a compression member

in. hot-rolled section and cold-formed section is that, in cold-formed
light gauge sections, as the width-thicknces ratiol of component elements
of cress section are large, these elements will be undergoing local buckling
also, Hence it is neceuary to incorporate the local buckling effects in the
allowable Itress expreuions. This iI done by incorporating a factor Q, in
the allowable atrcls expressioDs.

9.4.2 A%uu Stres« ira Comp"snon - In light gauge sections because of the
possibility of local buckling a factor Q whieh is less than 1 is asscciated
with the yield stress F., and if we substitute QPy for F, in the well known
axial compressive expression, the expressions given in 6.6 of IS : 801-1975
can be obtained.

9.4.2.1 To find ,II, fUUU, of Q

a) For sliJ!t",d ,l,mmls - For members composed entirely of atifFened
elements:

Pan - .A., I X F.,
where

PUI' is the yield load

Puu .. A.rt • F.,
A A •••••• (35)

•••••• (36)

Comparing with the expression yield stress - 'l-.F~

.'. Cct - .A~ff for stiffened element where .A." it the effective

area of all stiffened elements computed for basic design stress.
b) For unstijfen,d element, - When the member comisli ofunltiffened

elements the yield load or ultimate load is the critical atreu
multiplied by the area of cross section.

that is Pall - f or X A which is rearranged u

Palt :&- .F 1-:7fo ·F Is. F
.A - F., v - 1· 7 b ., - fb '

Where/o andf., are the allowable compreaive and bending -trease.
respectively comparing with the expression

Yield stress ::II Q..F¥

Q._ J»
'r:
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c) ,., ".""6,,, CDIIW';", 01601" IIiI_ and IlIISlijJill,d ,1,,,,,11I' - The
member conlistin, of both Itiffened and unatiffened elements will
attain itl failure load when the weaker of the uDltiffen~d
elements buckles at the critical stress. At the stress .4e f l will
consist of unreduced area of unstiffened element. and effective
area of the stiffened elements computed for for.

p.lt .. f or X Jferr which is rearranged as

Palt for. A.ff •F Lt!. A.'f •F-:r" F;- -.4- " = 7b --x- "
Yield stress - ~. F "

n _ ../ Cl! • (_ ! ~_) X Aerr (37)
"F., lb. ,A •••.••

That i. product of Q1I1l1tUfned X Qalff.ned

9.f.2.2 TIN allowalJl, st"ss in uitd compression

a) FIU'o,ofsaftt.J .... The factor of safety for compression members
is taken as 1-92 which is about 15 percent larger than the basic
safety factor of 1-67 used in most part of the specification. This
increase is to compensate for the greater sensitivity of the com
pression members to accidental imperfections of the shape or
accidental load eccentricities.

The expressions Cor the compression stress in the elastic

range is based on Euler critical stress for - (;.~~ )1 where E
-is the effective length factor. For the inelastic range- a parabo
lic variation i. assumed. The limit of inelastic buckling is taken
as 0'5 F.,. As the cold worked members have resldual stresses
the limit or proportionality assumed 0-5 F y_ For light gauge
memben the effective F., - Q..F., and hence the limit -of
a1endernell ratio at which elastic buckling starts is obtained as

"IE
0'5 Q..F, - (XLI' )1

.IE 2nlE

or ( ELI' )1 - 0'5 F y.Q. - (l. F y ...... (38)

Therefore (!!:) - . /, ~1tF'E
, llmlt 'V ..,

Thi.llmit ii denoted by the symbol ;'Q, ,where Co=- ,J 2W;
yE
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.11(5)-1.

The expression in the inelastic range is obtained by ~king the
equation for parabola AI

J> Q:F.,[ A- j.. ~~~J

between the limit at KL c: 0; f:l= F., and,
«xi» =- -tQ--~ -~{: ; f== 0·5 F.,

By substituting these two conditions, the value of A = 1 and B -=4,

.-./- Q·F~[ 1 - J _J~~.,_ ] •••••• (39)

(KLI') 1

The expressions are:

1) for inelastic rangef - o.;F., 1 - [ ~;E( ~L y]
2) for elastic range f aD (¥r

•I
•I,
I
I,

L.-... •. A••.•_i .. - •. -.----

::'i.j'~~IE·
Ju" QFr

FlO. 17
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•••••• (42)

•••••• (40)

SP "(5)-1.

The allowable stresses are obtained by dividing the above expressions by
the factor of safety 1·92 that is for XLI' < Col V {t:

Fa _ 12 a;F, _ 3' (Q:F, )1 • (KL )1
23 23 .IE -,-

.. - 12,,' E
For a'Llr :> Col..; Q: F a - 23 (ELjr )1

By substituting E - 2 074 000 kgf/eml ,

10680 000
Fa - ( KLIT)I ...... (41)

b) When the factor Qis equal to unity, the steel is 2·29 mm or more
in thickness and XLI' is less than Co, the factor of safety is taken
as equal to that of a hot-rolled section, The factor of safety
varies as a quarter of sine curve with ELI' - 0 it is 1-67 and
becomes 1·92 for XLI' - Co.

When the factor Q - I J the expression (39) can be written u

J> PF
[ l-f~£-J

(KLI, )1

2"IE
As Cto - - -

F"
f .. F.,[ 1 - -l__ (XLI' )IJ

2Cto

The factor of safety for thicker members where the local buckliDg iI
not ezisting, is taken as equal to that for hot-rolled sectlcns, that is, a
value of 1-67 for ELI' - 0 to a value of 1-92 for XLI' - Co and between
these values the variation of the factor of safety is a sine function. The
expression for factor of safety i.

5 3 I[ JIF.S. - T + 8 (ELI' )/Co- 8" (XLI' )/Co •••••• (49 )

Hence in 6.6.I.l(b) of IS : 801·1975 that is for memben with
Q - 1 and thickness of member if more ~an 2'29 mm the allowable
Itrell for axial compression is obtained by dividing the expression (42)
by (43).

'.5 ,ComblDed Asial tuHl BeacUa, Str••• - If in a member initially
there is a deviation from the Itraightness or deflection or eccentricity
from whatever cauae, the application of an axial force causea this deflection
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b I-n the ratl·o -~ which 1-. known uor eccentricity to e magnified r:~
1-~

PI'
the magnification factor. This additional deflection causes additional
bending moment. Hence the interaction formula for such cases is

Ja_ + fbJ: .. Cm.__ <1-0
F. FbX (1 - -4 )

F ex

the factor ( __l_p-;.-) can also be written as ( _1h.... )
1 - -- 1 F

PB . •

where PIC is the Eulers load and F. is the Euler stress, If the bending
moment is acting about both the axes then the chord term also enters.

fby

namely [ 1 - fa ] F
I"' eY by

For smaller axial loads that is -f.: <0'15, the term{: i. very small

compared to 1 and hence the magnification factor is taken as 1 itself.
These give the expressions given under 6.7 of IS : 801-1975. C. is a
coefficient to take into consideration the end moments in the members,

10. WALL STUDS

10.1 Cold-formed steel studs in walls or load carrying partitions are often
employed in a manner different from that used in heavy steel framing.
but similar to that used in timber construction of residential buildings.
Such studs are faced on both sides by a variety of wall material such al
fibreboard, pulp board, plywood and gypsum board. While it il the main
function of such wall sheathing to constitute the actual outer and inner
wall surfaces and to provide the necessary insulation, they also serve a
bracing for the wall studs. The latter, usually of simple or modified I or
channel shape with webs placed perpendicular to the wall surface, would
buckle about their minor axes, that is, in the direction of the wall at
prohibltlvelylow loads, They are prevented from doing 10 by the lateral
restraint a,ainst deflection in the direction of the wall provided by the
wall eheathing. If the lateral support is correctly' designed, such studs, if
loaded to destrucdons wiJJ fail buckling out of the wall, the corresponding
bucklin~ load obviously represents the highest load which the stud may
reach. The wall .~eathing therefore contribute. to the structural economy
by maximising the usable Itrcns.th of the ltud.
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10.2 The neceuary requirements in order to assure that the wall shea.
thing provide the lateral support necessary for the described optimum
functioniag of the studs are ltipulated in 8.1 of IS : 801-1975. In order
that collateral wall material furQi.h the support to the nuda to which it it
attached, the anembly (studs, wall Iheathing, and the connectioDi bet
ween the two ) .hall aatilfy the foUowing three conditioDs:

a) The .pacing between attachmentl ( .crew., nails. clipl, etc) .h.n
. be close enough to prevent the stud from buckling in the direc

tion of the wall between attachments.

b) The wall material .haJJ be rigid enough to minimise deflection of
the stud. in the direction of the wall which, jf excessive, could
lead to failure in one of the two way., namely. (1) the entire stud
could buckle in the direction ofthe wall in a manner which would
carry the wall material with it, and (2) it could fail simply by
being oventressed in bending due to excessive latera) defteetioD.

c) The Itrength of the connection between wall material ud stud
must be ,uflicient to develop a lateral force capable ofreaiatinl
the bucklinl tendency of the stud without failure of the attach
ment proper by tearing, loosening, or otherwise.

10.2.1 The first or these conditions i. satisfied by U(b) or
IS: 801-1975. This stipulates that thelleddernesl ratio air. for minor-axis
buckling between attachments ( that ii, in the direction of the wah ) ,h.IJ
not exceed one-half of the alendernea ratio L/'l for major-axil bucklin,.
that Ia. out of the wall. This mean. that with proper functioning 01attach
mmtl buck1iD_ out of the wall will alway. occur at • load conalderably I

below that wbl.~h wouJd cause the stud to buckle laterally between attach
ments. Even in the unlikely case if an attachment was defecdve to a
degree which would make it completely ineffective, the bucklin, load
would Itill be the aame for both directions (that is, ./'. - L/'l ). 10 that
prelPature buckli-. between attachments would not occur.

10.2.2 In regard to conditions (b) the rigidity of the wall material pIua
attachmentl i. expreued .. ita modulul of elutie IUpport i that ii, the
ratio of the applied force to the Itretch produced by it in the Iheathiag-
attachment aaembly. .

The miraimum modulus I which .ba)) be furnished by the collateral
material In order to IAlisfy condition (b). above, that il. to prevent exce
Iliv4' cbuckliDR' of the dud in the direction of the wall. It define. the
miDimum riaidity .( or modulul .) which is required to prevent (rom
latrral bucklilll • Itud which is loaded by P - A.F.,. that ii, .trcued
rJsht up to the yield ,olD' of the neel.
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It may be leen from a.ICc) of IS : 801-1975 that the required
modulus of, support k, is directly proportional to the spacing of attach-
ments tI. .

10.2.3 It remains to satiify conditio~"(c) above to the effect that the
atreDgth of the attachment of wall ~terial to stud shall be sufficient 10

that it: will not give way at a load OD' the stud which is smaller than itl
carrying capacity. This is achieved by means of provision (d) of I.I of
IS : 801·1975.

10.3-Theory indicates that an ideal (straight, concentric) stud which is
elastically supported at intermediate points ( such as by wall attachments )
will not exert any force on these attaChments until it reaches its buckling
load. In contrast, analysis and test indicate that intermediately sUPported
creal', that is, imperfect studs (CI'OOkcd. eccentric) do exert pressure on
their support increasingly 10 that the load on the stud is increased.

It may be noted that a value L/240 has been provided to allow' for
the imperfections.

II. CHANNEL AND Z-BEAMS

11.1 Among hot-rolled sections. I-sha~ are most favourable for use al
beams because a large portion of tbe material is located' in the flanges, at
the maximum distance from the axil. In cold-formed construction, the
only two-flange shapes which may be formed of one single sheet ( without
welding or other connection) are the channel. the Z.shape, and the ~at.

Of these, the hat shape has the "advantage of symmetry about the vertical
axis and of great lateral stability; its use is correspondingly separate
webs which pose problems of access. connection, etc.

Channels and Z-shapes are widely used. Neither of them is-symme
trical about a vertical plane. Since, in most applications, loads plate i.
applied in the plane of the web. JaCk,' of symmetry about that plane caUs,
for special measures to forestall Itructurally undesirable performance
( lateral deflection, twisting, etc). Apprc>priatc provisions for this purpose
are contained in IS : 801-1975. ' '

11.2 CoaaectiDl Two Ch...e". to' F..."aD 1·1Iea-

11.2.1 There are various ways of connecting two or more cold-formed
aha~ to produce an L-sectlon. One of these is by spot-welding an anIJ.~
to each flange of channel ( s" sh.... 15" and 17 of Fig. 1). Another II
to connect two channels back to back by two roWI of spot-welds (or other
connectors ) located as closely .. poIIibJe. to top and bottom flanges. The
.hapes 14 and 16 of Fig. 1 are Ie~DI or 'this· sort, Provisions for the

 



corred proportioning of the connecting ./Weld. for IUch shapes are given
in 7.3 of IS : 801-1975. .I I

11.2.2 18 view oC lack oC symmetry or anti-symmetry about a vertical
plane the so-called shear-centre of a channel is neither coincident with
the centroid ( aa it is in symmetrical or anti-symmetrical shapes) DGr it
it located in the plane of the web. The shear-centre is that point ia the
plane of a beam section through which a transveNC,load should act in
order to produce bending without twisting. In a channel tJ:1e shear centre
is located at a distance • back of the midplane of the web, as "shown in
Fig. 18. The diataDce. Cor channell with and without flange lips ,i'
given in 7.3 of IS : 801·1975. The internal shear force Y pasacs through
this point. Consequently. if the ~temal load P was applied at the laIIle
point ( lOch as by means of the dotted bracket in Fig. 18) the two forces
would be ill line and simple ben4ing would result. Since loads in moat
cases actually act in the plane of the web, each such load produces
a twisting moment P., unless, these torques are balanced by lOme

externally applied counter-torqu~s,undesirable twisting will result.

FlO. 18 SHEAR CENTRB OF A CHANNBL

11.2.3 If two channell are joined to form an I-beam, as showD on
Fig. 19A each of them is in the situation shown on Fig. 19B and tend. to
rotate in the tense indicated by the arrow OD that figure. The chume1a,
_then, tend through rotation to separate along the top, but this tendency II
counteracted by the forces in the welds joining them. 'These forces Sw.
coDititute an opposing couple; they are shown OD Fig. 19B, which repre
IeDta a mort portion of the right channel, of length equal to dle weld
.pacinp. This portion, delimited by dotted lines on Fig. 19A, contains
a silllte ~r of welds, and P i. the total force acting on that piece of
ODechannel, that is half the total beam load over the lengths. From
the equality of momenta:

p. - S. C, 10 that S. - P ( "'1' ) .•.... (44)
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Flo. 19 CHANNELS SPOT WELDED TO FABRICATE I.BEAII

11.2.3.1 It is seen that the weld force S. depends upon the load
acting in the particular longitudinal spacing between weld. S. If P is the
intensity of load OD the beam at the location or the particular weld, the

load on the channel i. P - ~ •

Substituting this in equatioD (44) we have the required weld
mpl

atrength S. - ~ (45)

where
S. == required Itrength of weld,

I == longitudinal spacing of welds,
e - vertical distance between two rowl of welds near or at

top and bottom ftanlelt
, - intensity of load per unit length of beam, aDd
.. - distance of the sbear CCDtre· Crom middle pJaDC or the web

ofchanneJ.

" 11-.2.4 It is seen that the required w~Jd strength depends on the JonaJ
il)tensity of load on the beam at that weld. Bcama dai,l&ecl Cor•.imilOI'ID
load t actually are usually subjected to more or lea uoeveD load, IUch ••
from furniture and occupant.. It is, therefore, .pe~ed that- ,. ._~
formly load~a beama t the local Ioacl iDt~ily P IhaII be IakeII .. three
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times the uniform design load. ' Concentrated I loads or reactions pare
actually distributed over some bearing length B; if B is larger than the
weld spacing s, than the local intensity is obviously PIB. If, on the other
hand, the bearing length is smaller than the weld spacing, then the pair
of welds nearest to the load or reaction shall resist the entire torque
( P/2 )m, so that S. - Pm/2c. Since the main formula above is written
in terms of a load intensity p, it is convenient to use an equivalent
intensity for this case which is p = Pj2s; the correctness is easily checked
by substituting this value in the general equation 44 (see also 7.3 of IS :
801·1975 ).

11.3 Brac1Dg of SiDgle-ChaDDel Deams

11.3.1 If channels are used singly as beams, rather than being paired
to form I-sections, they should evidently be braced at intervals so as to
prevent them from rotating in the manner indicated in Fig. 18. For
simplicity, Fig. 20 shows two channels braced at intervals against each
other. The situation is evidently much the same as in the composite
I-section of Fig. 19A, except that the role of the welds is now played by
the braces. The difference is that the two channels are not in contact,
and that the spacing of braces is generally considerably larger than the
weld spacing.

In consequence, each channel will actually rotate very slightly
between braces, and this will cause some additional stresses which super
pose on the usual simple bending stresses. Bracing shall be so arranged
that (a) these additional stresses are sufficiently small so that they will
not reduce the earring capacity of the channel ( as compared to what it
would be in the continuously braced condition) , and (b) rotations are
kept small enough to be unobjectionable ( for example, in regard to
connecting other portions of the structure to the channels), that is, of the
order of 1 to 2°.

11.3.1.1 Corresponding experimental and analytical investigations
have shown that the above requirements are satisfied for most distributions
of Beam loads. if between supports not less than three equidistant
braces are placed (that is, at quarter-points of the span or closer). '
The exception is the case where a large part of the total load of the beam
is concentrated over a short portion of the span; in this case an additional
brace should be placed at such a load. Correspond;ngly,7.3 of IS : 801
1975 stipulates that the distance between braces shall not be greater than
one-quarter of the span; it also defines the conditions under which an
additional brace should be placed at a load concentration.

11.3.2 For such braces to be effective it is not only necessary that their
spacing is appropriately limited but also that strength is suffice to provide
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Flo. 20 BRACBD CRANNaLI

the Coree neceuary to prevent the channel from rotating. It I., therefore.
neceuary allO to determine the forces which will act in bracea auch u
shown in Fi,. 21A. These forces are found if one conliden ( sa .hown
in the figure ) that the action of a load applied in the plane of the web
( which causeta torque p. ) I, equi,vaJent to that same load when applied
at the shear centre ( where it causes DO torque) plu. two forcel/- Pall.
which, together, produce the lame torque p•. As is .ketched in Fig- 218,
each half of the channel may then be regarded u • continuous beam
loaded by the horizontal CoreaJ and .up~rted at the brace poiatl. The
horizontal brace force is theD, limply, the appropriate reaetloD or thil
continuous beam. The, provisions of 1.2.2 of IS : 801·1975 re~t •
limple and conservative approximation for determiaiDl these reactloDl,
which are equal to the foree P" which the brace V. required to reaiat at
each Sauge.

II...... oIZ..... - MqIt Z-leCtiODlare anti-aymmetrieaJ about
the vertical aDd horizontal centroid.' axet. I n view of thia the centro1cl
and the shear centre coincide aDd are located at the mid-point or the
web. A load applied in the plane of the web baa DO lever arm about the
mear cent:A • - 0 ) and does not tend to preduee the Idael of rotation
• limilar I would produce on.' chane!. HoweY~. in Z·.cdonI dle
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principal axea are oblique to the web ( Fig. 22). A load applied in the
plane of the web, resolved in the direction of the two axes, produces
deftection. in each of them. By projecting these deflections into the
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horizontal and vertical planes it i. found that a Z-beam loaded vertically
in the plane of the web deflects Dot only vertically but allO horizontally.
If such deflection is permitted to occur then the loads moving lidewaya
with the beam, are no longer In the same plane with the reaetioDi at ,the
ends. In consequence, the load. produce a twisting moment about the
line connecting the reactions. In this manner it il seen that a Z-beam.
un braced between ends and loaded in the plane of the web, deflects late
rally and alia twists. Not only are these deformations likely to interfere
with a proper functioning of the beam, but the additional atreues caused
by them produce failure at a load considerably lower than when the same
beam is used fully braced. Appropriate experimental and analytical
investigation has shown that intermittently braced Z-beams may be
analysed in much the same way as intermittently braced channels, It i.
merely necessary. at the point of each actual vertical load P, to apply a
fictitious load f. I t is in this manner that the provisions applicable to
bracing of Z-shaped beams in 8.2 of IS : 801·1975 have been arrived at.

NOT. - Since Z..bapes and channel. are the limpleat two-flange .ectiODl which
can be I?roduced by cold-forming. one is naturally inclined to UI. them .. beam.
loaded In the plane of the web. However II in view of their lack of Iymmetry II IUch
beams require special measures to preveat tippioS at the supports, .1 we)1al relati
vely heavy braking to counteract lateral deflection and twilting in the Ipan. Their
use iI indicated cbie8y where continuoul braciDl exiat., luch u when they are
incorporated in a rigid ftoor or roof Iratem. 10 that Ipecial intermittent brakinl
may be required during erection on y. Por IUch erection condition 'In 8.2 of
IS : 801-1975 may be chiefly useful. For conditionl other than these, lerioul con.i
deration should be given to hat .ectJonl. Theae have the ..me advantalel a.
channel and Z-section. ( two-fla~~ .ecdOD produced by limple cold-CormiDI) but
none of their disadvantalel. They are, ill ract. ia lOme reapectl luperior to
I-.ections.

12. CONNECTIONS

12.1 General- A considerable variety of meaus of connection ftDds
application in cold-formed construction. Without any claim for comple
teness. these may be listed as follows:

a} WIlding - which may be sub-divided- into resistance welding,
mostly for shop fabrication, and fusion welding, moatly for erec
tion welding;

b) Bolli", - which may be sub-divided into the use of ordinary
C black t bolts without special control on bolt tension, and the use
of high-strength bolts with controlled, high bolt tenlion;

c) Riveting - while hot riveting hal little application in Ilght-gaufe
construction, cold-riveting find. considerable use, particularly ID
special formst such as blind rivets ( Corapplication from one aide
only). tubular 'rivetl (to inereue beariDI area), high .hear
rivets, explosive rivets, and othen;
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d) Se'lW;ng - mostly by means of self-tapping screws of a conside

rable variety of shapes; and
e) Special devicts - a~ong which may be mentioned; (1) metal

Ititching, achieved by tools which are special developments of
the common office stapler, and (2) connecting by upsetting, by
means of special clinching tools .which draws the sheets into
interlocking projections.

12.1.1 Provisions only for welding and for black bolts are contained in
IS : 800-1962. Information on high strength, high-tensioned bolts is
available and will be briefly discussed herein. Classes (c), (d) and (e)
in 12.1, above, mostly refer to a variety of proprietary devices in regard
to which information on strength of connections shall be obtained from
manufacturers (preferably based on teats preformed by independent
agencies), or from tests carried out by or for the prospective user. In
regard to riveting and, to a lesser extent, screwing, the data given in the
code in regard to bolting may be used as a general guide.

12.2 We1dlal

12.2.1 Spol Welding - In its normal form as well as by projection,
welding is probably the most important means of shop connection in light
gauge steel fabrication. Welding procedure and design strength of spot
welds are specified in IS: 819-1957. Welding procedure specifications
contain definite recommendations on electrode diameter I current, etc,
depending on sheet thickness. The use of the design values of IS: 819-1957
ii, therefore, justified only if the specified welding procedures are strictly
followed.

12.2.2 Fusion WIlding - It is used for connecting cold-formed light
gauge steel members to each other as well as connecting such members to
heavy hot-rolled steel framing ( such as floor panels or floor joists to.beams
and girders of the steel frame). It is used in fillet welds, butt welds
( rather rarely), and in plug or puddle welds. These latter are often
used in connecting light-gauge to heavy rolled steel and are made by
burning a circular hole through the sheet and fillet-welding the sheet aloDg
the periphery of the hole to the underlying, heavy steel section.

12.2.2.1 The allowable stresses for fusion welds are given in 7.2 of
IS : 801·1975. It is mentioned that shear stresses are referred to C the
throat' of the weld. This throat is a fictitious dimension, equal to 0·707 ,
( , being the sheet thickness ), the meaning of which is shown in Fig. 23,
that is, in welding thin sheet the weld shape generally obtained is that
shown on the figure, with the thickness of the weld actually exceeding
that of the sheet. The intention is to disregard any material deposited
beyond the dashed line in Fig. 23, and to calculate the throat tbickne..
in the same manner as in heavy welded construction.
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12.2.2.2 When plug welds are made with pre-punched holes, the
length of the fillet weld for computing weld strength" is identical with the
perimeter of the hole. When the hole is burned and the weld made in
the same operation, a frequent process (which is more aptly designated
as puddle-welding ), a conservative procedure is to compute the perimeter
for a hole of diameter 6 to 10 mm less than the visible diameter of the
puddle.

12.2.2.3 It should be added that the welding of thin steel sheet
requires a high degree of skill and welding technique. Welders who have
successfully passed the usual proficiency tests for welding of heavy 'sections,
a,s a rule, are not capable without special additional training and experi
ence to produce satisfactory welds of light-gauge members. Moreover, the
welding together of two sections of radically different thicknesses, such as
the welding of light-gauge panels or joists to ordinary, heavy steel beams
or girders, again requires special techniques. A well-trained, skilled
welder usually will acquire and develop these special techniques with a
reasonable amount of practice, but such practice should be acquired not
on the job, but in advance on special practice welds, and under compe
tent supervision.

12.3 Boltilll

12.3.t Black Bolts in Ordinary Connections - The nature of light.gauge,
cold-formed construction generally precludes the use of turned and fitted
both. The provisions of 7.5 of IS : 80 1-1975 therefore, are written (or
black bolts in oversize holes ( usually I·S mm oversize for bolrs of 12 mm
diameter and larger, and 0-75 mm for smaller bolts).

These provisions of safeguard against the following four types of
failure observed in tests, generally with a safety factor of the order of 2-5,
which was selected in view of the significant scatter in these tests.

12.3.2 High Tensile Friction Grip BollS

12.3.2.1 The use of such bolts ,for connections in hot-rolled steel
work has become very common in a number of countries. Such
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connections differ in two respects from those made with ordinary black
bolt.:

a) the material from which these bolts are made has about twice the
tensile strength ofordinary, black bolts; and

b) the nuts of such bolts are torqued to prescribed amounts which
result in a minimum bolt tension of 90 percent of the proof load
of the bolt (the proof load is about equal to the proportional
limit of the bolt ).

One of the chief advantages of these connections is that they
eliminate connection slip which would occur if these same connections
were made with unfinished black bolts. They also increase the shear
strength of the connection (se, IS : 4000-1967 ).

12.3.2.2 In order to investigate the possible advantages in the field
of light-gauge steel construction ofusing high-strength bolts with controlled
high bolt tension, a number of tests have been made on connections of
this type, with the bolts and bolt tensions (torques) complied with the
regulations governing the use of such bolts in heavy steel construction as
in IS : 4000-1967.

12.3.2.3 It has also been found in these tests that the use of high
tensioned bolts will effectively eliminate connection slip at design loads
regardless of whether the raying surfaces are bare, painted, or galvanized.
This may be of importance in situations where small deformations in
connections may cause relatively large distortions of the structure, such as
in knee-braces of portal frames, in rigid joint construction generally, and
in many other situations of the like.

12.3.2.4 This brief summary will indicate the economic possibilities
of high strength bolting in light-gauge construction. These may be utilized
only if special bolts are available, and special assembly techniques are
strictly adhered to. such as specified in the quoted specifications.

12.4 Spacial of CoDDectioD iD Compre••ioD Elemeats - If compre
ssion elements are joined to other parts of the cross section by intermittent
connections, such as spot welds, these connections shall be sufficiently
closely spaced to develop the required strength of the connected element.
For instance, if a hat section is converted into a box shape by spot welding
a flat plate to it, and if this member is used as a beam with the flat plate
up, that is in compression (see Fig. 24), then the welds along both lips
of the hat should be placed so as to make the flat plate act monoJithicaJly
with the hat. If welds are appropriately, spaced, this flat plate will act as
a • stiffened compression element t with width w equal to distance between
rows of welds, and the section can be calculated accordingly.
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FIO.24 PLATE SPOT-WELDED TO HAT SECTION

13. MISCELLANEOUS

13.1 V.aally Wide, Stable Beam Flaage. - Compression flanges of
large wIt ratio tend to lose their stability through buckling. However. if
flanges are unusually wide they may require special consideration even if
there is no tendency to buckling, such as in tension flanges. Two matters
need consideration for such elements; shear lag, which depends on the
span-width ratio and is independent of the thickness, and curling which is
independent of the span and does depend on the thickness.

13.2 Shear Lag - In metal beams of the usual shapes, the normal
stresses are induced in the flanges through shear stresses transferred from
the web to the flange. These shear stresses produce shear strains in the
ftange which, for ordinary dimensions, have negligible effects. However,
if flanges are unusuaIJy wide ( relative to their length) these shear strains
have the effect that the normal bending stresses in the flanges decrease
with increasing distance from the web. This phenomenon is known
as shear lag. I t results in a non-uniform stress distribution across
the width of the flange, similar to that in stiffened compression elements,
though for entirely different reasons. As in the latter case, the simplest
way of accounting for this stress variation in design is to replace the Don
uniformly stressed flange of actual width w by one of reduced, effective
width subject to uniform stress.
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13.3.1 In beams which have unusually wide and thin, but stable flanges

( that is, primarily tension ftangcl with large wit ratios), there is a
tendency for these Sangea to curl under load. That is, the portions of these
flangea most remote from the web ( edges of I-beams, centre portions of
flanges of box or hat beams) tend to deflect towards the neutral axis.

13.3.2 In 5.2.3 of IS : 801.1975, there is given an approximate formula
which permits one to compute the maximum admissible flange width

WIDU for a given amount of tolerable curling e.

It will be Doted that 5.2.3 of IS : 801·1975 does not stipulate the
amount of curling which may be regarded as tolerable, but merely suggest.
in the foot note that an amount equal to about 5 percent of the depth of
the section il not excessive under usual conditions. It will be found that
the cues are relatively rare in which curling becomes a significant factor
in limiting flange width, except where, for the lake of appearance, it is
esaential to closely control out-of-plane distortions (for example, when
fiat ceilings are to be formed of wide, cellular floor or roof panels ).

13.4 AppUcadoa 01 PIa.de De.lp to Light-Gaale Stractare.

13.4.1 Considerable research and development effort is under way in
the field of steel structures for buildings to develop plastic design methods.
Within certain limits these methods are at rresent admitted in design
codes as optional alternatives to conventiona (either' simple', c semi
rigid tor • rigid t) design methods (s", for example, 14.2 of IS : 800-1962).

13.4.2 Plutic design is based on the proven proposition that a mild
steel beam does not rail when the yield Itress is reached in the outer fibre.
It continues to function, and gives way through excessive deformation
only when yielding hal practically reached the neutral axis from both
aides, thus forming a f yield hinge t. In continuous structures yield hin,cl
form luccessively and produce a redistribution of momenta which
generally permits a more economical design. Failure occurs only when
enough hinges have formed to convert the structure ( rigid frame, contin
uous beam, etc) into a mechanism.

13.f.3 This procell requires that all hinges, except the last, be capable
of undergoing rotations. often considerable, while the ateel in practically
the entire I.ection is yielding. at. the same time. Compact sectioDi are
capable of performing in this manner. However, mmty comprelsioDftan~
even if they are rigid enough (reuonably amall wI' ratio) not to buckle
immediately when the Itress reaches the yield point. will buckle very
Ihortly thereafter if submitted to further compression strain. such •• would
be caused by the rotation of plastic hinges. It hal been established in
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recent research at Lehigh Univenity and elsewhere that in order (or •
flange section to perform satisfactorily in connection with plastic design,
limitations shall be imposed on wIt and "/1 ratios which are significantly
more Itringent than those in use in conventional design. If this i. not
done, members at plastic hinges will prematuraly buckle locally and the
carryinl capacity computed by pla~lic methods will not be reached.

13.4.4 It is evident from this that most shapes now in use in light
gauge steel structures, since they have wIt ratios considerably in excell of
conventional hot-rolled shapes, are not capable of developing plastic
hinges satisfactorily and of maintaining them throughout the required
rotations without local buckling. It follows that plastic design method.
are not applicable to light-gauge construction in its present form, unleu
sueb construction is surrounded with additional safeguardl of the kind
which are now in the process of development for hot-rolled structures,
What is more, it is obvious that those shape. most typical of light-gauge
steel, such as panels and decks. by their very nature require large wit
ratios which preclude satisfactory performance under plastic design
conditions. This is not to say that, through appropriate research and
development, cold-formed sections suitable for structural framing (as
distinct from panels and decks) could not be developed with lufficient
section stability to be amenable to plastic design.

IS.4.5 It should be noted that these reservatlons apply to the full
development of plastic hinges. There are a number of unsymmetrical
sections in light-gauge steel construction. such as many roof decks, where
the neutral axis is much closer to the compression than to the tension
flange. In such sections the ( stable) tension flange yields first, but failure
does not occur at that load at which such yielding begins, Only when
yielding has spread over much of the section, including the compression
side will the member fail at a load considerably higher than that which
initiated tension yielding, This development has been used al early al

1946 for the successful interpretation of tests on stiffened compreaion
elements. It is this ability of unsymmetrical sections to redistribute their
stresstl through plastic action which accounts for the excess oftheir Itreugth
over and above that computed on the conventional, elastic basis. In such
more limited connections plastic analysis is needed for a full undentanding
of structural performance even of some thin-wall seetlons.

13.4.6 However, since light-gauge structures of the presently current
types (a) usually have compression flangel too thin to develop plastic
hinges without local buckling, and (b) are usually not of the continuoua-·
beam or rigid-frame type; the application of plastic design to light-pule
steel structures is much more restricted and of leu consequence thaD in
hot-rolled censtructlon,
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1. SCOPE
1.1 Thil section contains various design tables and design curves, required
in design of structures using light-gauge steel sections in accordance with
the provisions of IS : 801-1975.
2. DESIGN OF STIFI'ENED COMPRESSION ELEMENTS-

ELEMENTS WITHOUT INTERMEDIATE STIFFENERS
2.1 The limiting width thickness ratio ( w/'um) for compression elements
below which the element is fully effective ( b - w ) has been tabulated in
Table 1 both for nontubular and tubular section for the load and deflec
tion determination, The values of w/tura have been calculated in
accordance with the formulae contained in 5.2.1.1 of IS: 801·1975.

TABLE I ITIRENED COMPRESSION ELEMENTS LIMITING WIDTH
THI~RATIO wfeu. BELOW WHICH ELEMENT IS n1LLY ERECTIVE

ST.... Il' NOBTVal1LAB SBOTIOK Tt1BOLU SBCTIO.
Co~."'IO.

EL1DIJIl('1'

/. qf/em' For Load Deter- For DeBec- For Load Deter- For Deflec-
minadoD tion Deter- mination don Deter-

mination miaatioD
.

100 14'·5 185-00 154-0 199·0
200 101'" 130'72 108"80 140·71
SOU 82'85 l()6'Sl 88'91 1140"89
.fOO 71·75 92'50 77'00 "5500 64'18 82'7. 68'87 89-0
600 58'58 75'52 62"86 81"24
700 54-24 69'92 5S"21 75-21
800 50'75 65'40 54'44 70'36
900 47'83 61-66 51-S3 66·3S

1000 4S-SS .58".50 48'70 62·9S
1100 43·27 5~-78 46·43 80'0
1200 41'42 55'40 44-45 57'45
1300 SI-S 51-'1 42-71 55-19
1400 SS-S5 48'44 41-15 53·18
1500 57·05 47'76 39'76 51-38
1600 3S-. 46·2~ 38-50 49-75
1700 34-80 44-. 37·34 48'26
1800 35'82 4"60 36'29 46'90
1900 3~-92 42'.4 SS'SS 45'65
2000 12·09 41·S7 S4'" 44-~

2100 31-31 40'56 SS-60 4S-"

2.2 Noatabtdar lectioa - Design curves. worked out in accordance
with tile provitiODI or 1.2.1.1 or IS : 801.1975, for the load and deftection
determinatioa of ~llbular membera have been given in Fig. i5A, 258,
26Aaad2i8.
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2.3 T......r Sectloa. - Desir curves. worked out in accordance with
the provisioDi of 5.2.1.1 of I : 801-1975, for the load and deflection
determination of tubular member have been given in Fig. 27A, 27B~ 28A
and 28B.

s. DESIGN OP STIFFENED COMPRESSION ELDlBNTI -
MULTIPLE STIFFENED ELEMENTS AND WlNaTIn'UfED
ELEMENTS WITH EDGE STIFFENERSI.. Valuel of.t the reduction factor for computing the eft'ective area of

atHrenen, .. contained in 5.2.1.2 of IS: 801-1975 arc given ill Table 2 for
IllII ratio between 60 and 150•

•
TAa.a 2 REDUCTION FACTOR. CI, .OR. COMPtrnNG En'EQTIVB Aa&A. ott

ITD'RNJ:as ( A.. - ..... )

For 60 < _" < GO,
., [ f e ]• - ( 3 - 2 Ie,,,,) - 'iO I - ~ ( wit)

•For -, ~ 90

• - tel·
FLAT WIDTH RATIO, 'I'

-I' 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 70 80 90 100

60 1'00 1'00 1-00 1'00 1·00 1'00 1-00 1·00 )-00 1-00 1-00 1-00 1'00
62 0-95 0-96 0·97 0·97 0'98 0'98 0-99 0'99 1'00 1'00 1-00 11M) 1'00
64 0'91 0-92 0-93 0'94 0'95 0'96 0'97 0'98 0'99 1·00 1-00 1.00 1-00
66 0'86 0-88 0-89 0-9t 0-92 0-94- 0-95 0'97 0·98 1'00 1-00 1-00 1'00
68 0'81 O-SS o-as 0-87 0-89 0-91 0·93 0·95 0-97 1-00 1-00 1-00 1'00
70 0076 .79 0-81 0·8S 0-86 0-88 0·90 0'93 0'95 1-00 1·00 1-00 1-00
12 0·71 &74 0·77 0·79 0·82 0-85 0-88 0'91 0.g3 &99 1-00 1-00 1'00
74 0-66 0·69 0-72 0-75 0·79 0'82 0-85 0-88 &91 0-97 J~ 1·00 1-00
76 &61 0'64 0-68 0'71 0'75 0·7S 0-82 0·85 0·89 0'. 1-00 1-00' t·eo
78 0'55 O'~9 0-63 0·67 0·71 0·75 0·78 0'82 0-86 0-" .-00 1-00 1'00
80 0·50 O·~4 O'SS 0'6S 0·67 0'71 0·73 0'79 0'8S 0-92 1'"00 1-00 1-00
82 o-4~ 0'49 0'&' 0·58 0'62 0-67 0-71 0·76 0-80 0'89 0-. 1-00 11)0
84 &39 0-44 0-49 05S 0·58 0-63 0-. 0-72 0-77 0·87 0-. 1'00 1'00
16 0-S3 0'39 &H 0·49 0'54 0-59 O-M 0-. .7. 0'" o-M 1-00 1-00• 0'28 0-33 0·38 &44 0-49 ..54 HO 0-65 0-70 0-81 0-92 I. I"10 0'22 0-28 O-SS 0·39 0-44 0-50 0-56 0-61 H1 0-71 .. 1110 1-00 '

JOO' 0'20 0·25 O-!O 0·'5 0·40 0-.5 0-50 -o-U 0-10 ." ... HI 1-80
110 0'18 0-23 0·27 &32 0-36 CHI 0-45 O'SO 0-55 0·.. .,. 0-12 0-91
110 0-17 0'21 0-25 0-29 0-33 0'38 0-..2 0'46 .58 0-" 0-17 0-75 o·es
ISO 0-lS 0'19 0'23.. 0-27 0'31 0'35 &. 0'42 0'41 .,.. 0-&1 ... 0'77
140 0-14 0'18 0"21 025 0·29 0'32 O·se; 0'39 0-41 0-50 ..S7 H4 &,&
150 &IS 0'17 0-20 0'21 0·27 0·30 &:33, 0'57 0"40 0-47 G-SS •• H7
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4. ITDl'BNDI POR COMPUlSION ELEMENTS

4.1 Clause 5.2.2.1 of IS : 801·1975 stipulates the minimum moment of
inertia of a stiffened compression element by the relation:

I..ID - 1-S3 ,. v( wl')1 - 281200/F.,

_ Values oC ( IUdD/t. ) for different values of ( wI' ) and FF have been
tabulated in Table 3.

TABLBs MINIMUM MOMENT OP INERTIA 01' EDGB STlFFENBR (1.1./14 )

YUlLD PODfT 01' S'l'.a. IX kif/ern'.,,
2 100 2400 3000 3600

9-0 9-2
10-0 9"2 g·S
12·0 9·2 9·S 13'6 14'8
14-0 14'5 16·1 18'9 19·8
16-0 20-3 21-4 23-7 24'.
18-0 25"S 26'3 28-1 28-7
20-0 299 SO-S 32"S 32"8
25"0 46-6 41'2 42-4 42'S
30-0 50-7 51'2 52"1 52-4
40'0 70-1 70-5 71-1 7l"S
50-0 87'0 8g·3 89'9 go·O
601) 107"7 108-0 lOS"' 108"S

::3 1""'9 145-0 145'4- 145'S
16S'S 163'5 163-8 163-9

••2 Clause 5.2.2.1 of IS : 801·1975 aleo stipulates the minimum overall
depth data Cor stjfFeners consisting of a simple line bent at right angles
to the Itifl'ened element by the relation:

timID .. 2-81 V (wI' ). - 281 200IF-;

Values of d~.. have been tabulated for djfferent values of ( -I')
and Fr in TabJe 4.

5. COMPRESSION ON UNSTIFPENED ELEMENTS

5.1 Values of ( wI' )lIm for unstiffened compression elements for different
valuel orF,. calculated in accordance with the formulae contained in 8.2
orIS: 801.1975 are tabulated in Table 5.
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TABLE.. MINIMUM DEPTH 01' SIMPLE LIP EDGE STlFFBNBRS (fI,,'t)

( ClalUl4~2 )

YIELD ST•••' 01' STmIL IN kIf/em'
r.o-,-

2 100 2400

9·0
10'0
12-0
14'0
16'0
18'0
20'0
25-0
gO·O
40'0
SO-O
60-0

3000 S 600

4'8 4-85-. 5-6
6-0 6-2
6-S 6-6
6-9 7-0
7-3 7-3
S-O S-O
8'5 8-6
9-5 9'5

10-3 10-3
10·9 10·9

TABLE 5 COMPRESSION ON VNSTIFFENBD ELEMENTS
( Cltnd, 5.1 )

LIMITING VALva 01' wll I'OB UB8Tl.I'••BD Co~.....o.

F,
1210kaf/eml 530

?Fy-
V~F,

2 100 11'56 26-40
2400 10'82 24'70
3000 9'67 22·09
S 600 S·S3 20'16

5.2 AUowable compressive strease. F 0 determined for different vaJuel or
11)/'81 stipulated in 6.2(a), (b). (c) and (d) of IS : 801·1975 have been
given in Fig. 29 for F7 - 2 100, 2 400, 3 000 and 3600 kgf/eml • .

6. LATERALLY UNBRACED BEAMS

6.1 Clause a.jCa) of IS : 801-1975 stipulates the maximum allowable drea
~b on extreme fibres of laterally unsupported straight ftexural memben
,"
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when bending is about the centroidal axis perpendicular to the web for
either L-shaped section symmetrical about an axis in the plane of web or
Iymmetrical channel-shaped sections by the relationship:

F f F F,I (L'Sxo ) h
b - r - 5.4tr IECb

--zr;; w en

LIS • O·S6"IECb l·S1tIEC
~ 11 greater than F but less than --F~
G"o , ,

and F b - 0·6n1 ECb ;:;:0 if

LIS t·s"IECbd1
11
7 i. equal to or greater than F.,

The values of allowable bending stresses are given in Fig. 30 Cor
LIS

varioua values of dl;: and F.,.

6.2 Similarly, 6.3(b) of IS: 801-1975 stipulates the maximum alJowabJe
atreueI Cor point-symmetrical Z-shaped sections bent about the centroidal
axil perpendicular to the web by the relationship:

F r ' (LISxo )
Fb - t F 11 - 2'7,,'EC;; dl.,o when

LtSxo • O·181C1ECb O'9,,'EC,
~- d greater than F but less than -F--'0 J ,

and Fb - O'SnIECb ffJ: if

~ is equal to or greater than O'9"IECb

GI,o F,

Values of allowable bending stresses are given in Fig. 31 Cc.r different

value. of t-:; and F.,.
O·36nIE l·anlE

1.3 The values of the coefficients F and " F for I-sections
)' r

O"18n1E
and symmetrical sections as given in 6.1 above and F and

)'

O';;IE for Z-aection. for laterally unbraced beams as given in 6.2 above

hay:been tabulated in Table 6.
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.... In Fig. 30 and Fi~. S1 bending coefficient Cb was assumed equal. to 1.
Values of Cb varies with different values of ( MIlA!.) by the relationship,

Cb - 1·75 + 1·05 ( ltI1/M1 ) + 0-3 ( M 1/M . )1 subject to a mini
mum of 1 and maximum 2-3.

Table 7 gives values of the bending coefficient Cb for different
values of ( MIlM.. ) for laterally unbraced beams.

TABLE 7 BENDING COEFFICIENT C.

M 1

M.
-1-0
-0·8
-0·6
-0·4

-0·2
0·0

0·2

0·.
0·6

0·8

i-o

7. SHEAR STRESSES IN WEBS OF BEAMS

1·00
1·10

1-23

1·38

I-55

1-75

1·97
2°22
2·30
2-S0
2-30

7.1 Clause 6.f.l of IS : 801-1975 stipulates the maximum average shear
stress F Vt on the gross area of a flat web by the relationship:

F .. 1275v F; witb a maximum of 0-4 F; when hit not greater
v hIt '

than 4 590/V Fy

and F., - .5(8:~o if hit is greater than 4 590/V F,

Based on the above formulae. Fig. 32 has been drawn giving allow
able shear stresses for different values of hll and Fy •
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PIO. 32 ALLOW~" SIDAIl STR'" IN WKBS IN kif/em'

o

I. ADAIJ,y LOADED COMPRESSION MaMBBItI

1.1 CompreaioD members, not IUbjeeted to tonionaJ.SexuraI buc:kJiDl
aDd braced apiDit twisting. avenge uiaI IINII P/.4 in c:ompr__ II
ltipulatecl iD ~8.J.l(.) of IS : 801·1975 DOt to aceed .. roDrnn: .

far air lela thaD C./VC[

F.. - 12"" Q. F., - s (ti:zl' (XL/r)'

( 4', D.Jr ).
- &522 Q. II., - 12 500

ad lor nJr equal to or ,,--.. CJv'1l
ItaeB·

F.. - 2SCIL/i>a
10680_

- TI1j;)·
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A graphical presentation giving allowable compressive lUella for.
Iteel of F., - 2 100, 2400, 3 OOO-and 3600 kgf/cml are given in Fig_ 33,
Sf, 3S aDd 36 respectively for values of Q,from 0'2 to 1·0.

1.2 Clause 1.'.1.1 (b) of IS: 801-1975 stipulates that when factor Q - 1,
the steel is 2-29 mm or more in thickneu and KLlr illess than COl

( XLI')' J
1 - 20 I F~

allowable compressive strese, Fa! -= 0

[
5 + 3 "L/, , )1

T S-e;; - 8Co'

The values or Fat as calculated from the formulae (or different I

valUei ofF~ are given in Fig. 37.
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I. SCOPE

1.1 This section illustrates the application of the various code provisions
of IS : 801-1975 along with figures and tables contained in Section 2 of the
handbook in the design of various cold-formed steel structural members.

DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. I SECTIONAL PROPERTIES

To find the sectional properties by linear method of the section shown in
Fi,.38.

7

0·2
.~--tt~. _ _ Xx

17

0·50 ~1-6'0

J.
'-3r

j

, - O·S + 0 2/2 .. 0'4 em
All dimensions in centimetre•.

Flo. 38

Arc 1ealth Cor 900 corner - 1·57 X , == 0-628 em
Dbtuce of the C. G. from centre of arc aD 0-637 X ,

== 0'2548 em

S' No. m"""", DimlIUi... u,.,tla Dis'..." Ad· MI A60uI
em em from xx I" 0". C.G.

d
em

I- Web 17·0 0 409-42
2. Llpa 1-3 X 2 2-6 7·85 160'22 0·360
S_ Conaen 0-628 X 4- 2-JI S-75 192·17
f. Plu... 6-0 X 2 12·0 8·9 950-520

Total 34·11 1 302·91 409-780
- 1 712-69

(COIIIitM4)
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DESIGN BXAMPLE NO. t SECTlONA.L PROPBllTIBI - e.t4

Area - 0-2 )( 34-11 - 6-822 em'
Ml - 0-2 X 1 712-69 - 342-54 erne

s, 3~.J" - 38'06

Radius or gyration - .J"rm9
- 7'09 em

Neglecting the curves the quantities are as below:

-- Length - 17-8 + 6-8 + 1'7 + 1'7 - 34-8
Area - 34-8 X 0'2 - 6-96 em l

Error - 2'05 percent
17'~~ . 1-71

MI - 12 + 6-8 X 2 ( 8·9 )1 + 2 X 1-7 X (8-05 )1 + 2 X -IT

- 469-98 + 1077-25 + 220'-33 + 0·82
- 1 768·38 em'
- I 768-38 X 0·2 - 353-676

Error == 3'24 percent

88 
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DESIGN BXAMPLE NO.2 INTERMEDIATB SPAN ROO. DECK

The profile illustrated in Fig. 39 forma a roof deck. The gap in the top plate J.
limited to 25 mm to enable fibre 'boards and similar roof inlulation to be u.ed without
daDler of piercing. It i. required to determine: <a> tbe re.iltin, moment of thi •
•e~tioD a. governed by the bending atrelS, and [b) the moment of inertia of the profile
Cor deflection computation.

--Ir------- 25~ ------.....,

-..125

r-

-2-4
~2--==J

221·4----
wa222-6-----------

I

I ---------1CG - - - - - - - -
,
I
dl2'S

All dimenaion. in centimetre••

Flo. 39
a) .411oI.DJ61, "$isl;"~ mom,,.,

Fars' "~Jwo~i1tUJ'io,.
A compreuive bending .treas of 730 kgf/cml i. a••umed. To .impUty compu

tatioD, the rounded corner. may be assumed to be replaced by aquare corDen u pveD '~

In Fil. 40.

Flo. 40
( Calila,*,)
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DUION BXAMPLB NO.2 INTBRMEDIATB SPAN ROOF DECK - Conti

The effective deaigD width is determined in accordance with 5.2.1.1 of
IS: 801·1975,

r.o 17'26
-,- - lIT2 - 14"83

(
UI ) J 435 J 4:45
T JlIIl" v'~ - \/730 - 53'1

6 2 120 ( 46S):. ,- ~7-:m 1 - ( wit) ¥ 730 - 69

( 6/t from Fig, 25A in Section 2 of the Handbook == 69 )

.'." - 69 X 0'12 - 8'28 em.

Total ~fFective width" - 8'28 + 0'12 X 2 - 8'52 cm

Areaofelements-S'52 X 0'12 + 6'5 X 0'12 X 2 + t'13 x 0'12 X 2
- 1'022 + 1'56 + 0'271

- 2'853 cnl l

Moment of the area about the top fibre

- 1'022 X 0-06 + 1'56 X 3-25 + 0'271 X 6"4 =- 6-865 em l

6-865
'-.:1 - 2'853 - 2'406

2'406 X 1 250
and/e - 6-5 _ 2.406 .. 734'6 kgf/em'

SiDee the as.umed .tres•• namely 730 kgf/em l , and the actual atress are more
or leu equal, the section properties can be calculated for the section,

Moment of inertia of the profile

- 2 X 0'12 X 6'5'/12 + I-56 X 0'84" + 0'271 ( 3'974)1 + 1'024 (2-286)'
- 15-96 em'
Section modulul - 15-96/4-094 - '-967 em'
ReaiatUlI moment of the section - 3-967 X 1 250

- • 958 kif. em

b) MOlIN'" 0/i"",u./" tl.JllCtitJlI ,tIleultJlu,1I

Actual .ectional propertiel at design load are always laf.er than those computed
(or load determination_ Correspondingly the actual top fibre Itr... it Jeu thaD that
computed for load determiDatioll and will be Ulumed .. 600 k,C/em'_

(wIt )Ua - 1850IV~ - 75'~2
Aetual wi' - 143'83

•-. '/1 (rom Fig_ 26A in Section 2 of the Handbook - 92 and
, - 92 )( 0'12 - 11'04 em

(C )
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO.2 INTERMEDIATE SPAN ROOP DECK - CMltl

Total effective wid th .. 11'04 + 0-24 - 11'28 em

Area of the profile - 11'28 X 0'12· + 6"5 X 0'12 X 2 + 1"13 X 0"12 X 2
- 1'354 + 1'56 + 0'271 - S'185 em'

Moment of area about top fibre - 1°354 X 0-06 + 1'56 X 3'25 + 0'27 J X 6'4
- 0'081 + 5'07 + 1'734 == 6"885 em l

.'.:1 - 6°885/3'185 - 2'161 em,

2'161 X 1250 622' k t IIe - (6=""5 _ 2-=161) - 5 g I em

Thi. check. with the allumed values witb .ufficient accuracy.
Moment of area or the profile

- 2 X 0'12 X 6051/12 + J'56 X 1'089' + 0"271 X (4'219)1 + 1'354 X 2'0411
- 17'807 cm&

CAt" I"~ jlall" curli",
Fibre stress at design load as computed above == 622°7 kgf/em l

Avera.estrell/•• - 622'7 X 11'28/17'74 - 395'94 kgf/cm l

WDlaz - 17'26/2 - 8'63 em.
Wmu from '.2.I'd) of IS : 801·1975

Wmu _ f19 650 I.tl. X .. r I~ Cf
'\j fa. '\j tl

Ulmax.•• /... 8"63t X 395'941
ff, Ct - (TF651 1 X l()i)(iid - 19°651 X loa X 0'121 X 6'S

- 0-240 em.
Thil is leu than 5 percent of the depth of the sections.

91 
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO.3 IMPROVED ROO. DEdit

To determine the carrying capacity and other pertinent properdll or the
prolle shown In Fig_ 41.

,
Thil design example i1lustratel the maDDer in- which the structural deYel~

ment work, more economical Ihapes are produced in successive dedgnl. In DeaAp
Example 2, out of a total flat WIdth of 143·8' only 75' is structurally effective.
Hence. It is evident that tbe metal il not used economically. It it apparent that
the top Banp e-fficiency may be improved by providing an intermediate ItifFener
midway betweeD the ribs. However. as a result of this improvement in the efticieDey
of compreuive flan.e, the neutral axi. would. be located even elGler to thai ftaDle
thaD in Deai~ Example 2. In .eneral, the belt location for the neutral axil it u
clOie to the mld.d~lhAI poaaible 10 ill to minimize the amount of unltreaed material.
To com~D..te for the Improved top flange effici..ncy. it ia deslrable to improve
the balance of material above and below the axil by increaaing the width of the rib,
and thereby of tbe bottom Aanlte. It is allo neceslary to prevent dama.e to
the roof insulation material that the'Rap In the top plate should Dot exceed 25 mm.
To do this and to add material to the bottom flange wedle-ahaped rib. have beeD
provided.

1
41 250

U l-[f U

. l
~-so-~

AU mmen.ioD' in millimetr..

FlO. 41
(c.",..- )

'2 
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO.3 IMPROVED ROOF DECK - C,IIId

a) AU·,WdIJ, Ruistill, M.",.,

Ad.' MOfftIIII qf ItUr,itJ ./ llu Stiffinn

Area of elements -

2 X 0'12 X 0'12 - 0'028 8

2 X 1'5 X 0-12 - 0·360 0

1 X 1-26 X 0'12 - 0"151 2

0·5400 em l

Moment or the area about bottom flange

- 0'028 8 X 1-44 + 0'36 X 0·75 + 0·151 X 0'06

- 0·041 5 + 0·27 + 0·009 072 - 0·320572 em'

.". y - 0·320 57/0"54 - 0'6 cm

Moment of inertia - 0·0288 X (0·84)1 + 2 X 0'12 X 1.51/12 +O'S6x (0"15)'
+ 0·1512 X (0·S4)1

- 0'020 S + 0-067 5 +' 0·008 1 + 0·004415

- 0-07. 005 cm'

The ceDtral portioD, with all necellary dimeasionl, is shown above and for
limplicity properties are computed only for this central portion. For luch leedom,
it ia firat neceaat'y to desigD the ItifFener to have the required rigidity. Sublequently t

the aectioDal properties are computed in a manner aimilar to that of Example 2.
IIJI' .. 10,.9/1-2 ... ·86-5&

Aslume a Itre•• of 590 kif/em' at the top flange- Effective width ratio 6/1 Cor
f - 590 qf/cm l and wll - 86-58 is 68·0 ( from Fil_ 25A in SectiQJl 2 of the handbook).

"It - 6/t - 0·10 (wll - 60)

- 68 - 0-1 (86"58 - 60) - 65·41

6' - 65-41 X 0-12 - 7"85

Effective area of ItifF~Der - CI•.4eff

The value of ex r.om Table 2 in Section 2 tor_I' - 86-5 and 'It - 68 ia 0-82_

EJl'ective area of .tift'ener - 0·82 X O-Sf - Q·••2 8

EfFective width or top Saup excludiul .titr~ner - 2 (7"85 + 0'12)

- 15"94 em

(c,.,;..,t )
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DBIIGN EXAMPLE NO.3 IMPROVED ROO. DECK - Call

Bl..., ~'''tA Dislll,"' /""" To, Fi«" ~

(I) (2) (3)

em· em

Top flanle 159-1 x ~12 0°06
-1-9128

Stift'eDer 0-443 0-90
Webl 2 X 6-5 )( 0-12 3-25

- I-56
Bottom flaDle 2 X 2 sa )( 0·12 6-49

- 0'571 2

4°487 em'

Ao'
(4)
em l

0-1147

0-9987
5-070

9-2634 em'

:J - 9-2634/4·487 - 2-064 5 em

Ie - 1 250 )( 2°064 5/(6 05 - 2-06.5) - 581°8 kif/em'

Thil il quite n.ar to the assumed value and the lection pl'operti. caD be
determined for theae valun.

I sz -1-9128 X 2'001 + 0443 (1-064)' + 2 X 0'12 x 6-5'/12 + 1-56)( (1-19)'
+ 0°571 2 (4°43)'

- 22-416 em.

SectioD moduhu - 22'416/4-435 5 - 5-054em'

••• Allowable reaistiJlI moment - 1 250 )( 5-054 - 6 317-5 k,l. em

b) M__ of1".,;. 1/., D,j«lio" c.bl,,';o.
",11 - 86-5

Auume a .t..... or 520 ."/cml

6" I~ de8ectloD caleal.tioD 1180-5 from Pi'e 26A ID S.cdoa 2
6'/1 - eo-5 - 1-1 (86-5 - 60) - 77-85
" - 7785 X 0·12 - 9-S4clD

F. etrective area orItUfn., • (rolD Table 2 ia Section 2 II 0-9f.

FJrectiye area oIltifFeaer - o-M X G-5f - 0-507em•

. Total wlcltIa oIf1aap 2 (go,. + 0-12) - 18-92em

(~)
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DElIGN EXAMPLE NO.3 IMPROVED ROOI' DECK - C"",d

Cross-S.I;oMl Pro",'iu

m-.t ~".J A

em'

Dislln,uj,om Top Filw".1

em

Top Sanle 18"92 X 0-12 - 2-270
StifFeDer 0"507
Webs 2 X 6-5 X 0-12 - 1"56
Bottom SaDie 2 X 2"38 X 0-12-= 0-571

0"196
O"~

SeQ71
3"660

4"908 em- 9"322em l

- _ .1 - 9"322/4"908- 1-899 em, aDd
I: _ 1 250 x 1·899 _ 515·92 klf/em l

JC 6-5 - 1.899
This is near to the assumed value with sufficient accuracy

. _ 1- 2"27 X (l"SI)1 + 0-S07 X (1)1 + 2 X 0"12 X 6"51/ 12 + 1"56 X (1 0 35 )1 +
00571 X ( 4-.54 )1

- 7-685 + 0·507 + 5-49 + 2"S4 + 11"767
- 28·284 cm t

9$ 
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. U IIBAM STRENGTH CALCULATION

A floor joist CODsi,t, of two channel, welded back to back to form an unatifFened
I-Section. It carrie. a uniformly distributed load of 250 kgf/m over a span of .. m.
The limidDI deflection J. 1/325 of .pu.

It it required to determine if dib lectlon will meet the deflection limitation.,
to check the adequacy of the liveD sectioD in bending for the span aDd loading men
tioned above, aDd to determine the maximum allowable spacinl of lateral brace••

L I
~R-t.2

200

--

•,,,
I

t I

C l RL6 _
~C---.J

All dimension. in millimetrea.

FlO. 42

Mwmum deflection - 400/325 - 1-23 em

The moment of Inertia of tbe aectioD 11 determined by linear method as (ollow.:

R - I +' /2 - 2 + I - 3 mm
1- 1-S7R - I-S7 X 3 - "-71 mm
Momeat of inertia of Corner IOJ - 0°149III

- 0 149 X SI
- 4 mm l nfSligible

Area 11-0·.71 X 2 - 0-942 mml

, - 0-637 R - 0-697 X S'O - logll'mm
1aa - 4 X 0·942 (100 - 109)1 + 4 X 36 X 2 X (100- 2)1 + 2 X 2 X

1921/12

- ~ 300 + 2 766000 + 2360000 - 5 162300mm t - 516'23 em.

( Colllillwd)
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DDIGN BXAMPLB NO. 4.\ BEAM STRENGTH CALCULATION - Coati

The maximum deftection in a uniform ly loaded beam that occurs at the mid-
IpAD II equal to .

5 wLt 5 250 x 4 X 4001
S8i X Iir - 384- X T074000x516=2"3 - 0'788 em

Thi. is 1_ than the permiuible deflection of 1·23 em, thus satilryiDI the I

cle8ecdOD requirement. Section modulus of the beam _ Zu _ 51~~23.

- 51-62 em,
Flat width ratio of flange element - 36/2 .. 18
Allowable comprellive sue.. alii 1 090 kif/em.

( From Fig_ 29 in Section 2 )

AlMa•• L - JOO em

1'8 )( 9'87 )( 2 074 000 )( 1 17 ...~'O
- 2100 - J"WU

PSg _ ~QOI X 52-16 _ 10369'8Ii,. 2OX'FSW
VS... < l,e.IBCt. . __ [2.. Ft' {LlSs",}]--zr;;- I, · ·r. - T'" - 5·....iC. X D,e

[
2 2 1001 52'16 LI ]

1..- T)(2100- WX 9,. 7 x 2074000X 1o---xFJI5-
IoIYlal'orL:

D 510 X 9-17 X S·t)( 2074'000 X 2G X 2-515
- f 100 )( 2100 X 51·16
- 7491-1

£ -16-56 em

~ .. Itlll J.. tbu 1-8_1&\111. Race the allowabl••'na uprelaJon
up'

~ II cornet aDd alaeapaclDi of braeiq COIUI as 86-56 em,

Maximum bending moment at the centre of the beam == 250 X 41/8 X 100
-= 50 000 klf,em,

Actual beDdiq Itrea developed ca 50000/52·163 =- 960 kgf/em.

Tbil il leu than the allowable Itre'l J thus latisfying the beam Itrenltb
requiremnt,

Total width of the sheet used == 2 ( 2 X 36 + 2 X 4-71 + 192 )
~ 2 X 273'4 - 546'8 mm
== 54·68 em

Area of CI'OIIlection =- 54-68 x 0-2 .. 10·936 em.
Wei,ht per metre run -= 10'936 X 0·785 == S·.J8 kg

~,...., ( aererring'.s of IS : 801-1975 )

G\a - 1
l'hI&'b

"
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DUIGN EXAMPLE NO. 4B "AM ITItBNGTB OALCULATION

fte data are the Ame.1 tor Design Example 4A except that beam aecdoD
CODalata or two chaDDel welded back to back to form a atifl'eued l·aecdoD .1 abowa_

. 60 60

150 15

11-8

DETAILS 01' LfP

All dim...iou ill millimetr••

Flo. 43

Qleck the lip tor minimum ItreJlads required ror .tifFea._

The d~t~ of the .tiften.... (Up) ad III mom.at oIloert1. ar. cleterlDiDeci
acconUol to 5.2.2.1 of IS: 801·1975.

_/, - 5S~JI-8 - SS-5

MlDlmulD depth ortb. Up rfquincl

- 2'8' tt {-I' )1 - H. 2CJOjJii but aot 1- tbaa +81
- I·a )( 1-6V 3S·5I - 281 200/2 100
_ 2-8 x 1-6~ 1 122-25 - III..
.. If-II mm I

ud 4-81 - 4-8 )( 1-6 - 7-68 IDm
Hence depth or Up provided - 15 mm il O. K_

Propertl. or tbe goe coraer
Il - 1-' + 0-8 - 2"4 mID
I - 1"56 )( 20 f - S"77 mm
~. - 0-637 )( 2-4 - I-53 m.

Area ~ S-77 )( 1-6 - 5-032 IDIDI
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Ellht eornen 8 X S·091 X 7S·321

Planl_ - t X 59'16 X 1·6 X 74"21

Total

DElION BX.UIPLB NO. a BEAM STRENGTH CALCVLATION - CMI~

I xx or the entire .ectioD
Web - 2 X 1·6 X 143·61/12- 788 000

St Lwht rtJ r I" 4 X 1·6 ( Jl'S I + 11'8 X 65·91 )
ra.. po OD n Ipi - 12

- 328876
- 216000
- 1 875000
- 3 207 876 - 320·8 em.

It only part of the top lIanle i. effective, the neutral axil i. below micl-el9th,
aDd tbe compreaaive. Itreal it larpr than the tension Itre.. and hence ,overal. Ie- tbe
IfOII aection oC the top flaDg. i. effective, top and bottom Bange atr... are ~ual.·
HaDC8 in either cu. the d••iID Itre•• in the top flaDle il known and II 1 2.50 ..../eml •_I' limit rorlor 1 250 k,r/ems ia 40·59 for load determination and 52'53 ror de4ecdon
determinatioD but the actual value 11 35-5 which iI lell thaD both the limh. and bence
the full section i. effective•

••. Modulus or .ectiOD - 120"8/7"5 - 42"77

CArdt/., tUjlletiotl
At the ...~. lection I, effective for d.ftectioD al.o. actual deftectloa

5 X 250 X 4 X fOOI/( SSt X 2074000 X 320·8 ) - 1'253 em

CMe!lor11M", 1:,,,,,'1&
The maximum bt-ndin. moment In a uniformly loaded limple beam.

- 250 X 41 X 100/8 - 50 000 klf.em
Bel1dilll .tr.. -50 000/42·77 - 1 169'04 kif/em'

Thi. I. 1.. thaD the allowable .treu or 1 250 klr/em'. Total. rea or tb.
aeetlon - 9·08 em'

Wei,bt per metre oCtile beam - 9-08 X 0"785 - 7·12 k./m
SaviD, over the unltifFened ..etlon 01 deaigD example is

8·48 - 7·J2 X 100 _ 16·05 percent
~

Brlri", ",."".,.,
S·S61

Linear 1" - f x 1·18 x (5-92 ). + .. X 0·377 x 5"8'S' + 4 xIr
+ .. )( 5-36 X 9. + .. )( 0'371 ( J·67 )1 + Jf-36 ( 0.(8).

- f66·9cm l

Actual 'n - AM·9 X 0·16 - 7f·7 em.

I,. -!If - 57·55cm4

. (CMIi__ )
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DUIGN EXAMPLE NO. 48 "AM STRENGTH CALCUlATION - c.l

0·36 X ""I x (J: 0-36 x 9-87 x 2074 000 • Rftft.2
I, - 2100 - ~~

Assume free bending length a. 200 em (that ia a centre braclnl )
LlSxe 2001 X 42-47

Then 7I~ef - -15 X 37"35 - 3 032·21

Thil i. lesl tban O·SG7C1B/F" therefore allowable .t.... I. I 250 ftlelf. HeDce
pro9ide a bracml at tbe middle of the beam.

T. &M&" llu atUptJ9 oftMlWli,., th, two e(JIII/JfJ"",t ,haMIl, J.11/»1 _"
According to 7.2.2 of IS: 801·1975 allowable .bear Coree per apot or • aIIeel

thickness 1·6 mm is·330 kif.

According to 7.3 of IS :801-1975
Spacinl Smu - 2.,-Tl/m_, ,. L/6

The distance or abear centre is given by

m:ss Wf1d.:!- [wrd + 2 til ( d - 4 d11/!d) ]
4 x

5.8~ : 11~~.tI6 [5·S+ X IS + 2 X I·S (15 -" X 1·51/3 )( J5)]

5·84 )( 15 X 0-16 X 132 _ 2-883
f X 160-4 cm

2 X 10-0 X 330
and Smas - 2-883-)(-3 x 250/100 - 305 em

L/6 - 400/6 - 66-6
Proyide .paciDI of 60 em ceDtre-to-ceDtre_
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DaIIGN EXAMPU NO.5 AXIALLY ~OADED COMPRESSION MEMB&I\

To find the column lection properties and allowable axial load for the column
aectiou_ Lenlth of the column - 2"75 m

Steel used F, - S 000 kgf/em.

~6,e

t:_._-~

100

1-6

100 R=1·6

All dimensions in milIimctres.

FlO. 44

Thicknell or meet - 1'6 mm

The propertiet of the goo corner

R - 1'6 + 0'8 - 2·4 mm

L - I-57 X 2"4- 5'77mm

, - 0'637 R - 0'637 X 2'4 CD 1,53 mm

M.""", oJi.,,,,. abo",MII,oid,,1 tUi1

EUntMtI u;,,'A,L .1 L.1-
mm mm mm'

Planlel 2 X 96'8 - 193'6 49'2 468 635"9

Web. 2 x 96'8 - 193'6 0
Cornen f X S-77 =- 15'08 49'93 37 594'5

o
151173'2

402'28 506 230'4 + 151 173'2
=- 657 403'6 mm l

Momnat or inertia 657 403'6 mm l - 657'403 em'

Actual moment of inertia - 651'403 x 0'16 .. 105'18 cm 4

( CMIi.,tI)
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DUIGN EXAMPLE NO. 5 AXIALLY LOADED COMPRUIION ........- C~

Area

Radiu. or lyratioD

_It - 96°8/1°6 - 60°5

- 40°23 X 0-16 - 6-428 em'
fT0Fi8

~ '" 6'428 - 4 045 em

EfF~ctive width lilt for ••tre•• of J 250 k.r/emt (or tubular ••ctiOD' IrolD FI,_ 278
to Section 2 - 48, reduction in effective width (6005 - 48) 0°16 - 12-5 X 0°16 - 2 em

Reduction In effective area - 2 X 0-16 - 0°32

Total effective area - 6°428 - 4 X .0-32 - 5°148 em'
Aetr 5°148

C2. - -:r- - 6°428 - O·SOl

1/, - 27.5/40045 - 67·98

Allowable .treu (rom Fi,. 35 in Section 2 - I 080 kit/em'

Allowable load 1080 X 6·428 - 6942 klfo

102 
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SP I 8( ~) • 1180

DUiON BX.uIPLB NO.' WALL STUD BRACED BY WALL IIIBATBlNG
AXIAL COMPRESSION MEMU.

To find the allowable load P on the seetlon Ihown in Fil. 45.

--l--TlS '

All dimensions in millimetres.
FlO. 45

Height of column - 4·5 m

Material of aheatbiDI i. standard denaity wood with Kw (modulUi of el••tic
support) - 60 k./em

Wall .h~athingof .uf6ci~nt rigidity is attached to each of the flu," of the
channel lectioD, which prevent. the channel section from buckling in the dlrectioD of
miDor axis.

Properties ot90° corner R - 1-6 + 0·8 .. 2-4 mm
L =- 1·57 x 2-4 .. 3·77 mm
, :aa 0-637 X 2-4 == 1·53 mm

The moment of inertia of the corner about itl own axis i. neglected.

10. of'1Mfllll ""'011
14-368

-12-
14.361 128

Strai.ht portion elf the lips =- --1-2- - 12 - 102-7 em'

Four corDen - 4 X 0'377 X (7"31)1 - 80"6 em a

Flan._ -'2 X 5'36~ ( 7"42)1 CI 590·2 em'
•-" Linear In. - 1 020-2 emS
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Linear I'll

DESIGN EXAMPLE NO.' WALL STUD BRACED BY WALL IIIBATHlNG
AXIAL COMPRESSION MEMBER - CtnaItl

Aetuallu - 1 020-2 x 0'16 - 163'2 em.

In ..,/IJI UditJ.

S..,1Il Un,tA. L

I

3t U G ul
em em eml em'

Web 14-36 0'08 1'1488 0'09
Straigbt portion 2 X 1-18 - 2'36 5'92 12'95 82'60

of lipl
2 X 0'377 - 0'7.54 0-126 0'02Ne.r COI'Der o 167

Far corner - 0'75+ 5'833 4'39 25'60
FI.Dee· 2 X 5-36 - 1072 3'0 32'16 96'48

2Ai8 51'7748 ~

51'7748
Xoa - 28'948 - 1'79 em

Moment of inertia of the Bange about their centres of gravity
2 X 5'361

12
'=: ~'79 + 25'7 - 28'948 ( 1'79 ).
== 230-49' - 92'75 :a: 137'74 em'

Aetuall,~or I. == 137-74 X 0'16 == 22'04 cm t

Full sectional prepertlee
.A - L X t -= 28-95 X O't6 :III: 4'635 em.

.. /163-2
'. - 'xx -~ V "fm" - 5'94- em

.. / 22'04-
'. == '11 =- V 4'635 - 2'18 cm

Computations of a., wI' offlanp - 53'6/1'6 .. 33'S
wll of web - 143'6/1'6 .. 89'75

6/t Cor flange (strell 1 250 kgf/em l ) from Pi,_ 258 ia S~CtiOD 2 - full aection
efl'ective.

6/' Cor web ( atra. 1 250 kgf/em' ) from Fil' 258 in Section 2 - 51'25
1J - 51'25 x 0-16 - 8'2 em

Reduction .. 14-36 - 8'2 -.: 6°16 em (e-,.__ )
104 
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DBIION BXAMPLB NO.' WALL STUD aRACED BY W.u.L .&BATHlNG
AXIAL COMPRBI810N MBMBBR - Cottltl

Total effective leDltb - 28-948 - 6-16 -= 22-788 em

J4.a Lerr 22-788
Q, ,.. -:i - L - 28-94.8' - &787 2

.s., ~ -80"S
"Xx ~-

Allowable Itr.. from Fil_ 33 in Section 2 - 740 kgf/eml

••• P. ~ 740 X 4-635 - 3 430 kif

Bracml requirement accordinl to LI of IS : 801·1975.
8 EriK.,

Gmax- AI F,'
8:x2074000x22·05x·~ =-231-7cm

( 4-635 )I x (2 100 ) I

L_r, 450 x 2'18
- ..x - 2J;-~ 2 x 5'94 == 82'S em

Provide a lpacinl of 82 em for attachments and an end spacinl of 75 mm at
each end of the stud,

L
K.P~ lW

Poree in the attKbment PMID - --~=======

2 X .JEI. K: - p.

450
60 x 3 430 x 2iO... -

2 x ..J2 074000 x 22"04X :- - 3430

~5 875 385 875
( 11569-3 - S430) - 81'39 - 47-4 kif
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•

78 klf/m'
19 kar/m'
25 krC/ml

122ksf/ml

70 kgf/ml

192karim'
Live load according to Table II of IS: 875-1964 - 75 - 5 ..
Total load -
Total load per trual =- 16 X 2-5 X 192

- 7680 kgf
7680

Load per metre run - 2 X ,8'293 == 4631:.f

DU.ON EXAMPLE NO.7 WELDED cotD-.ODdD LIGBT-GAUaa
ITEEL ROO. nUll

Data
SIntmIN: Welded C W • type roof tnJ_

~: 16 metre.
RiM: laclinatioD of top chord is 15· to horizoDtalS,..., _/ lnullS: 2-5 metres eentre-to-ceatre
~:Trua and bearing: Steel with a miDimum yield .trw - '23-2 k,'/mm l

Basic detilD .trel. - 1 250 kgflem I

IliIoJMI: Slate, asheltos lbiD,l., or built up roofial
Dd: Hollow lilht weight precast concrete plank
LHl,:
Dead Load.:

Lilbt weight concrete plank =
Roofing -

Aaumed weight of trull and bracing ..

Total direct load

AU dimen.ionl in mil limetrel.

Fro, 46
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DUION EXAMPLE NO.7 WELDED COLD-FORMED LlGHT-oAUGB
ITBEL BOO. TRUIS - CMld

IAMI Httdilv ",.."" iIa tlu "llIuwd

.) Dtmi6utilJfllultW'(III Fil_ below )

1';·,44
2-03 2'03

DAO - 0'75 x 1'733 + 2'03 - -3":'Jf - 0'61
DAB - 0'39

Jo;"I.

DBA - 2'03 + 2-17 - 0'52

DBo - 0'_
]tJittI C

0'75 X 2'36 1'77 1-77
DOB - 0-75 x 2'36 + 2'17 1·77 + 2 18 - 1-9~ - 0'+5
DOD - 0-55

b) lib. ",d.",.,,.,,

463 X 1'7331 116 k r
FOA - - FAO - 12 - g .m

463 X 1'733'
FAB - - FSA - --lr- - 159kgC.m

ze 463 x 2-17' _ 182Lgf.m
'BO '- - ...08 - 12 a

• 463 X 2'!61 _ 215Lgr.m
POD - - '-DO - 12 &

FlO. 47

( COIII__>
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DBSlGN EXAMPLE NO.7 WELDED ClOLD·PORMBD UGBT-GA.UOB
ITDL ROOP TRVII - CMl4

Momeat DJ.trlb.doa Table

DrnBI- JOtKTI
BUTION r--------------.A.
FACTO. S A B C D

,....__.A.--~ ,..--__ A
,--~

0 0-61 0-39 0·52 0-48 0-405 0-55 0

Fixed End 4- 116 - 116 + 159 - 159 + 182 -182 + 215 - 215
Moment:

- 116 + 215

- 58 + 108
+ 35 + 23 - 49 - 59

- 139 + 182 - 159 + 182 - 231 +264-
- 26 - 17 - 12 - 11 - 14 - 19

-6 - 8-5 - 7-0 - 5-S
+ 3·7 + 2-3 + S·O + 7·5 + 2-5 +3

+ f-O + 1·2 + 1-' + S'8
- 2'4 - 1-6 - 1-3 - 1·2 - 1-7 - 2-1

- 0-7 - 0-8 - 0-9 - 0-6
+ 0-4 + 0'3 + 1-0 + 0-7 + 0·27 + 0-33

+ 0-5 + 0-15 + 0-14 + 0-4
- 0'3 - 0·2 - 0-15 - 0-14 - 0·18 - 0-22

Support - 163-6 + 163·6 - 171-. + 171-4 - 246-01 + 246-01
moment.:
in kgr/m

The IUpport reaction. are calculated AI shown, treatinl the raCter S-~-B-e-D
al. continuoUi beam theae r••ctiolll have heeD takeD" t • load. at the DodaJ poiDti
of the tru••

( CMliItwtI )
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120

100

,

TIllS;•• e:-r;-kgf

13250
12!OO
10210
8020

12800
10870
8960
6790

1 170
1240

I .500
1640

2 140
1980

92

DBIIGN BX.UIPLB.NO. 7 WELDBD COLD-.,OIlMED UOBT-GA1JOB
ITBBL aooP ...OI8 - C.llltl

T•." tI,.""" MtI.l",. - Fore. in tlte various memben a. det ermlDed by the
method ol.ecdoDi are ta8Ulated below: .

M..- u.,,,,
T.,aw ern.

~~ 172'3
A-B 209'0
B-C 217'0
e-n 236'0

IleU.. c",,~

()'1 225'0
1-2 230'0
2·3 230·0
S-4 230-0

1M""",
A-I 7S'0
~1 168-0
~2 132'7
0.2 194'0
0-3 190-6
D-3 245'4

Dtsip ofT., Clttw~

Allum. a leetloa _ Down

108~ 16
-II' - i - 92/4 - 23

.. - 120- 16 - lot

..!!. 1M 26, -T-

(-I' )Ua - If"'v'fR - 40-58
a.Dce .u tit. ele..." .... Cully

e6ct1•••
••• Q, - I

All dim..... iD mUlim.....

FlO. 48
u... propertl_ £ - 2 x S-2+ .2 + 2 + 10·' )( • X o-M2

- ...I.c•
.f - 40'1.)( 0·. - 16-0672 - 16-07em'

(~)
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DBlIGN BX4MPU NO.7 WlLDBD COLD-.OItMBD UGB'l'.QAVGa
ITBBL ROO. TaUII - CMI~

W.lcht per m,ue - 16-07 X &785 - 12-6••
To Ind ~; L~ - g.2 )( 0-2 + 2 X 10-4 x 6-0 + 2 x S-2 )( 11-8 + 2

x 0-9402 x 0'545 + 2 x 0-942 x 11-4055 - 224-718 cm l

224-766
:J-~ -5-6cm

10'41
Linear lu - 9-2 x (5'4)1 + 2 x --n- + 2 X 10'4 x (0'4)' + 2 X S-2

x ( 6-2 )1 + 2 X 0-912 X (5-055)1 + 2 X 0·H2 X (5-855)1 cml

- 268-1 + 187-5 + '-SS + 246·0 + 48·2 + 68-15cml

- 821-28 em'.y 821 em l

Actuallxx - 821 x 0-"
- S28em·

9.21 3-21 \
LlDear1" - 12 + 2 X iT +2 x 5-2 )( ,( 7'4 ). + 2 x 10'. )( (5-2 )1

+ 2 )( 0-942 x (4-855)'.+ 2 ~ O-H2 X (5-545)t cml

- 64-9 + 5-46 + S50-1 + 563-0 + 44-' + 57-9 eml

- 1 085'86 em'
Actual 1" - 1 085-86 X 0-4 - 434-544 em.

'zx- & lID
V 1&07

- 4-525 em
S/M.o~

L 172'S
,. 4-~25 - sa·I.; a.-I

Allowable eompr_l.e .tre.. Fat from Fi,_ 41 fa Section 211 1 If5 ""c.1

IS 250
Actual COlllp....J•••tr_/. -~ - 825 kat/em'

Actual beacIIqltr-A _ 165'6 XJ.sOO X 5-6 _ 279qIIcml

1\ - allowable beDdiollt.... - 1 250 kIf/cm'
Cbecldn. for tbe combined aial aDd beacllq .,.. coaclidoD (acoord'... to

1.7.2 or IS: 801-1975 )

-t- + Ib < I (taki... em - 1 )
at Pb[I-*r.....

."" 12ft1B 12 x 9..7 x 2 074000 7 157-48
r • - 23 (Lb/f'b )1 - Is x ( II-I )1 -
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DUION ZX....U NO.7 WELDBD COLD-PORMED LlGBT-GAU08
STEEL aoo. TaUIS - Corutl

HeDce

'.- + --------Pal

825 279 .1m + 1250 x 089- 0-7205 + 0-2508 ..
0-9713<1

The aectioa 11 0_ K,

s,. U AD etrecdve leDlth raetor or 0-S5 can be Ulumed .. tb. member is
contmuOUl_ .

L &85 X 203 GO 25r - 4-525 - .;JO'

Faa from Fil_ 41.in SectioD 2 - 1 145 kif/em'
12300 /.. 765

Actual/. - 161Jr - 765 k.f/cm.1 F'; lim 7 357 - 0·10

__ 171-. X 100 X 6-4 ~3~-O k CJ '
&'"D - 528-512 -, ~ g. CIIl

.A. jb 7~ S3t-
Pal + (1 -/./Ii'. )Fb - TTi5 + 0-90 X 1 250

- 0·668 1 + 0-296 9 CD 0-965 0 < 1
The lection il 0_ K.

.",. CIw~

To racUltate ,uy fabrication. the bottom chord will be made contmuoul froID
polDt 0 to point S. and a field IpUce will be provided in the centre of span 3-4.

Maximum rorce ID tbe bottom .chord - 12 800 kif

Ana required _ ~2=_Wo25 em'

A chuaaet wUl be chosen that hal a total width or 100 mm 10 tbat it will 8t
lato the top cbord bat aectlOll to eu. the coDDeCtlonl at the eDd IUpporti.

Tatall_.tla-. 84 + 164 + 2 X 9-42
- 248 + 18'84
- 266'84IDID

- 26-7 cm
Ana - .'7 )( 0'4 - 1068 cm l > 10-25 cm l actually r~Wrecl,

na. ceatn oI ....vity or tbe .ectioa II at
I

( 8-. )( 0'2 + 8-2 )( 4·9 + 2 X O-M2 x 5·45) 2fT
1

- ( 1-68 + 40-15 + 10'28)~

I
- 52-II X 1F7 - 1-95 em from top.

(c.....)
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DUIGN IDUMPU NO.7 WBLDaD COLD-n»1lIIBD UGRT-GAUGB
IT.... aoo. TaUSS - CMld

All dimeDlioDi in mUlimetr...

Flo. 49
\

8-21 \
LiDear Iss - 8·. X ( 1-75 J' + 2 X &942 X ( 1-4 )1 + lr + 8-2 X (2-95)·

- 24-25 + HI + ... + 71-3
- 145-24em'

Actualla - 145-24 X 0-4
- 58-G96 cm.

UDear I." - 1-41/12 + 2 X &942 )( (.·f5! )1 + 2 X 82 X ("·8)·
- fI-f + 17-5 + '77-'
- 46+7 cal

Actual'" .......7 X 0·..
- la"em•.J ~.. £ 221 .ru - ~,;, X 0: • - HI! CID ;;- -~ - ,111"5

<......O.L
111M••'.,......

Bolted COIIMCtioa will be acIopteci to _ .....
..... po&all-4-17IO..,

,c""")
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50 perc_lor"ectin
ItnDlth 0( member - O~5 X 10-0 x I 250-1'.-1.,

Thenfore. 6 790laC ......
MiDllDum beanu. IU•• 01bolt - 3-5Itt

- S-5 X I 250 - t 375 ..../em·
3400

UiDiJDwa IIaeu .tr_ orboJI - -4- - 850 k.r/cm'

.11Wee bolt. an provicled GA. iD each .... and lb. third in the web; ItnJlIth
6790

01... bolt - -r - 2 265kif

It 16 IDID ella.eter bolta .... -'opted:
Root ana - I-57 c.'

. alNDltII or eacb bolt
ill double abear - 2 X I-57 X 850 - 2 170 kif

Tbenf'OI'e u•• Ike. 16 .ID ella bolt.

Allowable ... 011 the aet MCtMm (7.5.2 of IS : 801·1975 )
- ( 1-0 - O-g, + s." )es J1~

[
, X I x 1-6]

- 11» - 0-1 + ( 10 +»)/2 1250- 750 ..../cml
; ' heill' .. 1

NetllCliallel ... _bIr - poll - _ olbolel
- ( 10-25 - I )( I-I x ... ) - - 1 - 12....._. I,.
~ ..... _ tile ......... - -=---liS ..tical

. > 750¥/ca'.........~.......IIII•.,.
Tt, ...... xf_ .

a.r.. .. 'I· - ..25 + &-5 X 0-. - 11-15 aa'
'ANa.,..... -fxl"xH-I-51ca.'

...... . - 11'&1- 2-51 - I". cal
..... - 1M D -'711/10-21- • "'/ea' -c 750¥lca......bIe.

,AU _ .,......... _ (1" _... ~ s U:6 )1_
' .... 1·0

-I...."...
....I )(·f ~a... ., -, x.·S)( H-U"aa l

DIIItto.... - .)( I·" ~ ... - .-1 all

J i...

 



n
40

j
~~-100 -----I

1980
-1250 - l'~em'

ChUlDel 100 X 40 X 1-6 (conrOrmiDI
to Table III oilS: 811-1965 )

Area .. 2-76S em'

Ix... =- 41·+29 em...

'xx - 3-87 edl

L 245'4
; - s=if' - 85-0 < 180.•••••0.K.

DBlIGN BXAMPLB NO.7 WELDED COLD-.OIlMBD UGBT-GAUGB
ITEBL ROOP, TRUll - CMltl

Net area .. 15·6 - 4"2 IS 11"4 em'

Str. on net lection.. ~ :.~ - 595 kp'cml

< 1050:JcaC/cml ._ 0. IC..
Clllei/., '"'"'"

B • 6790 I bearlDI Itreu == 4 x 0"4 x 1-6 - 265 klf/eml al ow. Ie

Mse diltUlce (M 7.5.1 or IS : 801·1975)
. ' 2265 '

.. 0-6 x 2 100 x 0·.' - t"49 em

Provide 5 em edge diatance
T.... tlitJ,.IUIl,- MItttIJ", B-1. C·2 tWl D-3

Maximum Corce - 1 980 kl. Maximum I-Ilb - 245·4 cm
For ease orCabricatloD all teOlian diagODal1 will be or the ..me -.etlon. The

lectiOD will bave ua ouaide width of 100 mm 10 .. to fit into the top chord to enable
euy weldin••

Area required -

All dimeDiion. in millimetret.
Flo. 50

C""',Ma tJitJ,••,
Mt-W, A-I tWl B-2 ,

Maximum roree 1 505 kl. leplth - IS2·7 em
A ch....1 100 x 40 X 2"0 accordial to Table III or IS : 811-1965 11 proposed.

A - '-.34 emi
In - Sl·OS2 em.'i, - 5·212em'
,. - S·ase.

~
- 1·2!ca
- 0·81S

L, - IS2-7/1-23 - 108tor, value orQ, - O"I~ .
From Fl,. S7, AJI6wable ...- l'• .. 170 ....,cml

./a _ 1"505/3·434 - .39 kIf'/c.1 < 170 kIf'/cml
••• 100 uDtCollomical

( CM.lrcrr')
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DEIIOH EXAMPLE NO.7 WELDED COLD-FORMED LIGHT.QAlJGB

STEEL ROO' TRUSS - C.,.td

100

em
172·3

203'0

217'0

236°0
( CMli__ :

y

•

-k--x•

AU dimeDlioDs in millimetNi.
FlO. 51

u.,d

x

MA 163°6 X 10'

MB 171-4 X 101

Me 246'01 x lOt

A.W
c../M.ris..]l.'

132~

12300

10 120

8020

0.4 .

AS

Be
CD

Try 100 X 40 X 1'6 channel
I xx - 41·429 em·
I" - 4'233 em 4

'xx - S'S7 em
'" - 1'24 em
A .. 2'76 eml
Q - 0'66
LI' - 132'7/1'24 :-. 107
_-_Allowable atreu from Fig. 37 i. 580 kgf/em l

/. - 1 5O~/2'76 == 595 klf/eml > 580 kgf/crnl.••.•..•. O. K.M_'" DeS
Try a Up"ed channel 100 x 50 x 1'6 mm

accordlDI to Table V of IS : 811·1965_

A - 3·446 cml
lu - 55'Of5 em.
'n - 11·962 em'
'0 - f1)() em

'" - 1-86 em
Q. .. 0-901

...!:.. - Ir86'
6

- 102'3
'n ·

F. - trom Fig. '7 is 750 klf/eml
2 140

Actual compression atren .. "446

- 620 kIf/em'
< 750 kif/em'

Therefore. provide a lipped ehannel
100 X 50 X 1°6mm

c.../MriIM If fOUl.';'.' dII~ li."'·,,,, tl,si~ns
The roof trUIi of Desiln Example No. 7 i.

deli,ned below by cODveational method UIIDI hot
roll. IeCtfODI. '

11.5
 



DUiGN BXUIPLB NO.7 WBLDBD aoL~aMBD UGBT-GA.UGa
aTBaL &001' TRUll - CMI'

The cI.up J. done (or paael Be. aDd the eectloa II cbeckecl lor acleqa&CJ I.
,...1.0. .
.".., Be

PJreetive 1eDatb I -- 21S X &85 .. 184-5 em
M - 246-01 x 10' cDl~kll,
P - 10 120kll
Try IIYB 150
If - 7·6 mID
~ -19·0cml

11 -'n - 52-6 em.

"r" - 1·66 em
b - 96·9cml

, - 150- 7·8 - 1402-6 em
~ - 2·8 em.

':., 5215 )( I••~
~ p - 1&9 X .( 1147 ).

- 0-0002275 -
s» 2-8 x ( 1...·5 )1

"1r:v" ~-6 x \ 14·2& )1
-8-92

Prom Tabl. VoriS: 800-1962.
C. - I 58f ktl/CIIII
AccercI", to 11.1.1.1 01 II J _1112, daII ... 10 be ....... ." ........,.,.U......... . .
nenr.., 01 - S514 + 717 - f 101 ¥/cm1

11f·5
11m.-"- -III
,. .- I 515ktl/cal fro. Table.IV .,II : 10.»-111I

£ 217
-;;; -,.... - lSI

"..eI... ,. - 510 kIIIe••
10110

A - It- 512 lw'leal
2•••

A --wT -2M¥!-
A h 512 + 1M
7;+-';-W. ,..

- ... + ..,.. -> I
(~ m~ . .r)

6" • ; • t'" • ~T.' ~, ".

Ilf
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DBIION axAMPLB NO. 7 WELDBD QOLD-PORMED LlOBT-GA.UGB
.STEEL ROOF TIlUII- Con,d

P'" CD

M - 246·01 x 10· em_kif; P - 8020-k.f
L - 236 em. efFective length of compreseloa Ranp - 2!6 X 0-85 - 200 cm
From Table xxvU of IS : 800·1962 permiaible bendiDlltrel' Fb .. 1 557 kif/em'

LIm - 236/1"66 == i 42
F. - 520 qf/em l

246-01 x 101
/b - 96"9 - 254 kif/em'

8020
• - Ir II:: 422 kif/em'

f. .h.. 422 254-
11 + Fb - 520 + 1 557

- 0-815 + 0-165
- 0-976 < I.

Hence ISMB 150 may be used .1 the top chord.

/WI.". eJ.d

Maximum tenlUe force -= 12 800 kilt

Apprommate area required - )1~5a: - 8'53 cm'

U•• ISLe 100 x 7·9 k./m
Ar_ - 10·02 eml
L 225., - T=Jr .. IfS < 550 ..•••.•.O.K.

T..... flitI,..."

Mulmum tenille force 8a I 980 kgC

Minimum radius of Ifration required SIll

UI. lSI. 70 X 70 X 5 mm

Area - 6-77
'aID - I-S5 cm

Nil ...

• - 7·0 X 0·5 - !·5 eml
, - 6-5 X 0·5 - 3-25 em'
The Det area of the an,le .ection i. calculated according to 20.1.1 of IS : 800

1962_
1

Net area or tbe aectioD - II + Ii - '-5 + I + 0-'5 x '.2513-5 x 3-25
- 6-95 em'

U.. ISA 70 x 70 x 5 mm

(~)
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. 7 WELDED COLD-FORMED LIGHT-GAUGE
STEEL ROOF TRUSS - C01Ud

Comprtsmm diagolltUs

Maximum compression Coree == 2·14 Tensile
Maximum length = 190'6 em

M o • di f · 190°6 X 0'85rmmum ra JUS 0 gyratlon:::::l '---180- = 0'9 em

Try ISA 60 X 60 X 5 mm

'min == 1·16;
Area :2 5-75 eml
L 190°06 X 0-85
,. 1-16 ==140

F. == 531 kgf/cml
2 140

f. = -Sots =z: 372 kgf/em l

< 531 klf/eml .••.••.••.•. too uneconomical.

Try ISA 55 X 55 X 5 rom

'min = 1'06 em
Area = 5'27 eml

L 0-85 x 190'6
~= 1-06 == 152'5

F. = 462 kgf/cml
2 140

fa = 5-'1.7 = 406 kgfjcml < 462 kgf/cmS .•.. 00. O. K.

Comparison of weights

Add 10 percent for gUlset plates
599-1

Liglat.GtlU,' Cold
Roll,d s,ttitnts

kg
2 X 8-283 X 12-6 .. 208'0

J6 X 8'38 - 134-
12-148 X 2·18 .. 27
7-24 X 2'7 == 19·5
3·82 X 2-705 - 10-~

Hot Rolled
Sections

M",.6n

kg
Top chord 2 X 8-283 X 14'9 = 246-8
Bottom chord 16 X "9 = 127'0
Tension diagonals 12'148 X 5'3 6t·5
Compression 7°24- X 4°1 = 29-1
Diagonals 3-82 x 4°1 == 15'7

483'7
51-1

534·8 399-1
535 - 399 136

Savini in .teel ::::I ~64- X 100 = 564 X 100 = 24°2 percent

NOT. - The comparison of weight is only of academic interest, a. the COlt or
I tonne of cold-formed structure. is about twice that of hot-rolled lectioDI.
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APPENDIX A
( Clause O. I )

COMPOSITION OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEhaING SECTIONAL
COMMlTTEE, 5MBDC 7

The lSI Structural Engineering Sectional Committee, S~IBDC 7,
which is responsible for processing this Handbook, consists of the
following:

ConlultantlMetallurJical and EngineeriDI
( India) Ltd, Ranchi

Ministry of Shipping and Transport ( Department
of Transport ) ( Roads Wing)

Central Water Commission, New Delhi

/Up",.,.,;",
Ministry of Railways

ST"NDABDI Ministry of Railway.

SIIRI D. B. JAIN ( AIl,rlldl, )
SlIBI P. C. BUA.u,

SuaJ V. S. BUIDII:
DZPl7TY Dn&zcToR ( GATES

AltO DUlqNI) (Alttr." )
Da P. N. CUATT.R3S8 Government of West Bengal
DR P. OAY"RA'I'NAIi Indian Institute of TechnoJogy, Kanpur
SRRI D. S. DII:8AI M. N. Dastur at Co Pvt Ltd, Calcutta

SHat S. R. KULKARNI ( AI,."..,. )
DJaaCTOR ( T.AN8J1J88JOllf ) Central Electricity Authority, New Delhi

DUUTY DIRECTOR ( Ta.urIIlI8810N )
( All",.." )

JOINT DIRECTOR
(B It s)

AU'ITANT D,••eTOS ( BitS )-S8
( AI,."..,. )

SMal K. K. KHAMlfA National Buildings Organizltion, New Delhi
SHRI K. S. SKIMIVA.AM ( AII"'''Jlt)

SaRI P. K. MALLICK J~ssoP & Co Lid, Calcutta
SURI S. K. MUKHBRJZ8 Bridge & Roof Co ( India) Ltd. Howrah

811.1 B. K. CHATTERJZ. ( ..t1'''Mlt )
S••• P. N. BIIA.KARAN NAill R.lil Iudia Technical and Ecoaornlcs Services,

New Dt-lhi

SHRI S. SANKAaAN l All".." )
Ssal B. G. BABOUAM Braithwaite at Co Ltd, Calcutta

SHRI S. K. GANQO.ADHYAY ( Al'mtGI, )
SlIal S. N. BA.U Inspection Wing, Directorate General or Suppli~1

and Disposals, New Delhi

Clu,ir",."
DIRBCTOR STANDAaoa (CIVIL)

AlllltlHrs
SSRI R. M. AOARWAL Institution of Engineen ( India ). Calcutta

Da PRaM KBI.SKA ( AI",,..,,)
S8RI A. K. 8".&83••

SaRI A. B. RIBKIRO ( All"at, )
SaRI N. V. RAMAN Structural Engineering Research

( CSIR ), Madras
Da T. V. S. R. ApPA. R£o ( AltlrrrlJ/, )

Centre

( Comillwd ..~" 120)
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Director General, IS~ (&-o./i&io M...6")

Bombay Port Trust. Bombay
Uaiveraity of Roorkee, Roorkee
Enaineen India Ltd, New Delhi

""••Ii.,
EDliDeer-I.-Chi.', Brucb, Miaiatr, orDele..

IDd..trial PuteDen Aaociadoa or IDdia,
Calcutta

S..I KA.TIK 'aAIAD . Indian Iload. CoD...., New DeIhl
8..1 S. C. ClLUsu.aTI (~ )

Ilua...TAftVII Hindulcan Sceel Works OoDatnactloD Ltd,
Calcutta

lluaamrrA'rIv. R.lchardlOD It Crllddu Ltd, Bomba,
S••I P. V. NAIK (All""')

S.81 P. SUOUPrA Stewarts It Lloyd. of India Ltd, Calcutta
S••I M. M. OBO'. ( AU",.." J

SSBI C. N. Saunv..I.K M.an C. R. Narayana Rao, Madr••
S••I G. S.Jlf~Y.'A. ·Dh.rat Heavy Electricala Ltd, TirucbcbirappaJIi
S••J D. Saunv.... Joiat Plant Committee, Calcutta

S.al B. P. ORO'. ( AI,.,.." )
S.al M. D. TIU...KU
D. D. N. TRIEUA
S••I L. D. WADHWA

SBBI B. B. NAO ( ~l",.,..'. )
S8BI C. R. RA" RAO,

Director ( Struc a. Met)

( c:.MratItI",.,.,. 119 )

M.Mn
P.o.. H. C. P~"WA.

S... c. s. s. lU.o(~)
SJIIUDILl. P.UL

S""',,
SURI S. S. SBTSI

As.i.tant Director ( Struc &. Met ), lSI

Panel for the Revision of Handbook on Cold-Formed Light Gauge Steel
Structures, 5MBD.C 7 : P 31

Da C. G.urUATBY CldTTl.\a Indian IQJtltute of TcchnolOlY. Madru

APPENDIX B
( Clause 0.3 l

LIST OP IMPORTANT STANDARDS AND CODES OF
PRACTICES PUBLISHED BY THE INDIAN STANDARDS
INSTITUTION IN mB FIELD OP\I'rEEL PRODUCTION,

DESIGN AND USB
I Malm"u
a) Sltuelllrtd su.J
IS:

226.1975 Structural steel ( standard quality ) (fifth '''';1;011 )
961.1975 Structural steel ( high tensile) (Stto"d ,,"is;o~ )

1161.1968 Steel tubes for structural purposes ( Ilto.d ,1IIi~io,. )
1917-1975 Structural steel (ordinary quality) (firs' wiM.)
2062.1969 Structural steel (fusion welding quality) Cjrsl'rtrnri01l)
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b) SIrueI",••"S (St,,1 )

IS:

808·1964 Rolled steel beam, channel and angle section. ( r,DU14 )
808 ( Part 1)-1973 Dimensions of hot rolled steel sections - MB aerie.

("beam. )
808 ( Part II )-1976 Dimensions of hot rolled steel columna - SO series

( SlUM rlfJ;noll )
808 ( Part V )..1976 Dimensione of hot rolled steel .ectiona: Part V

Equal leg aUlle. ( sIeoruJ ,nino" )
808 ( Part VI )-1976 Dimensions of hot rolled steel sectlons: Part VI

Unequal leg angles ( Ileond r,uis;o. )
811·1965 Cold-formed light gauge structural steel sections ( "wIld)

1161·1968 Steel tubes for structural purposes ( s,colfd "'visio,, )
1730 ( Part I )-1975 Dimensions for steel plate, sheet, strip for struc

toral and general engineering purposes: Part I Plate (F"
,elIino,. )

1730 { Part II )-1975 Dimen.ions for steel plate, sheet, strip for Itruc
tural and general engineering purposes: Part II Sheet (fir"
,ttJisi0" )

1730 ( Part III )..197~ Dimensions for steel plate, sheet, strip for struc
tural and general engineering purposes: Part III Strip (fi,,,
~~M) .

1"'1-1971 Dimension. for steel flats for structural and general engineer.
ing purposes (firsl r,vision )

3954-1966 Hot rolled steel channel sections for genera') engineering
purposes

c) Ful","1 ( RilJlls/Bolts )

IS:

730-1966 Fastener. for corrugated sheet roofing ( ,msld )
1364-1967 Precision and semi-precision hexagon bolts. screws, Dutl and

lock nuts ( dia range 6 to 39 mm ) (first ,IIIisiOIl )
1367-1967 Technical supply conditions for threaded fastener (firll

,nititm )
1821-1967 Dimensions for clearance holes for metric bolt. (fir,' ',";';011 )
1862-1975 Stud. (first ,IIIisiD1I )
1929-1961 Rivets for general purposes (below 12 mm to 48 mm

diameter)
2016-1967 Plain washers (fi,s' ,1fIisio1l )
2155·1962 Rivetll for general purposes ( below 12 mID diameter)
2389-1968 Precision hexagon bolta, screws, nub and lock null (dia

range 1-6 to ~ mm) (fir,t rm,ioll )
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Black square bolts and nuts (diameter ral.5~ 6 to 39 mm )
and black square screws ( diameter range 6 to 24 mm) (firs'
"rnsion )
Coach bolts (first reeisio« )
Cap nuts (first rtvision.)
Cold forged steel rivets for cold closing
Single coil rectangular section spring washers for bolts, nuts
and screws (first revision )
Hexagonal bolts and nuts
Dimensions for screw threads for bolts and nuts
Hexagon fit bolts
High-tensile friction grip bolts (firs' rtvision ) .
Dimensions for nominal lengths and thread lengths for bolts
screws and studs
Plain washers with outside diameter ~ 3 X inside diameter
Multi-tooth lock washers
Taper washers for channels ( ISMC) (first "vision )
Taper washers for I-beams ( 15MB) (first ,evisi,,, )
Lock washers with lug
Heavy washers for steel structures
High tensile friction grip nuts
Hexagon bolts for steel structures
High tensile friction grip washers

SPI &( 5 ) • 1110

IS:

2585·1968

2609·1972
2687·1975
2998·1965
3063·1972

3138·1966
3139-1966
3640·1967
3757.1972
4206-1967

5370·1969
5371·1969
5372·1975
5374·1975
5554·1970
661()"1972
6623-1972
6639.1972
6649.1972

II Design Code

IS:

800-1962 Code of practice for use of structural steel in general buildinj
construct ion ( revised)

801.1975 Code of practice for use of cold-formed light g~uge stee
structural members in general building construction

802 ( Part I )-1977 Code of practice for use of structural steel in over
head transmission line towers: Part I Loads and permissibk
stresses (first "vision )

802 ( Part I I )-1978 Code of practice for use of structural steel in over
head transmission line towers: Part II Fabricstlon, galvani
zing, inspection and packing

802 (Part III )-1978 Code of practice for use of structural steel ift
overhead transmission line towers: Part III Testing

803·1976 Code of practice for design, fabrication and erection of
vertical mild steel cylindrical welded oil storage tanb

804-1967 Rectangular pressed steel tanks (first ,evis;on )
805·1968 Code of practice for use of steel in gravity water tanks
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IS:

806-1968 Code of practice Cor Ute of steel tube. in general building
censtruetion.

807-t976 Code of practice for design, manufacture, erection and testing
( structural portion ) of cranes and hoists (firsl rm,;011 )

3177·1977 Code of practice for electric overhead travelling cranes and
gentry cranes other than steel work cranes

4000·1967 Code of practice for auembly of Itructural joints using high
tensile friction grip fasteners

4573-1968 Code of practice for design of mobile cranes ( aU types )
459-1-1963 Oode of practice for design of portal and semi-portal wharf

cranes ( electrical )
6409·1971 Code of practice for oxy-acetylene 8ame cleaning
6521 ( Part I )-1972 Oode of practice for design of tower cranes: Part I

Static and rail mounted
6533·1972 Code of practice for design and construction of steel chimneys

III Weldi",

IS:

812-1957 Glossary of terms relating to welding and cutting of metal.
813-1961 Scheme of symbols for welding ( amend,d )
814 ( Part I )-1974 Covered electrodes for. metal arc welding of struc

tural steel for welding products other than Iheetl (fourth
revision)

814 ( Part II )-1974 For welding sheets (fourth ,lVili,,, )
815-1974 Classification and coding of covered electrodes for metal arc

welding of structural steels ( second r,vis;on )
816·1969 Code of practice for use of metal arc welding for general

construction in mild steel (first reoision )
817·1966 Code of practice for training and testing of metal arc welders

( "vistd)
818-1968 Code of practice for safety and health requirements in electric

and gas welding and cutting operations (first ,ninon )
819·1957 Code of practice for resistance spot welding for light assemb

lies in mild steel
822-1970 Code of procedure for inspection of welds
823-1964 Code of procedure for manual metal arc welding of mild steel

1024-1968 Code of practice for use of welding in bridges and structures
subject to dynamic loading

1179·1967 Equipment for eye and face protection during welding (first
r,v;sion )

1261·1959 Code of practice for seam welding in mild steel
1278-1972 Filler rods and wires for gas welding ( s,e,nd r,ms;,,. )
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IS:

1393.1961 Code of practice for training and testing of oxy.acetylene
welders '

1395-1971 Molybdenum and chromium-molybdenum-vanadium low
alloy steel electrodes for metal-arc welding ( slcond "vision)

2811·1964 Recommendations for manual tungsten inert-gas arc-welding
of Itainless steel

2812·1964 Recommendations for manual tungsten inert-gas arc-welding
of aluminium and aluminium alloy.

3016-1965 Code of practice for fire precautions in welding and cutting
operations

3023.1965 Recommended practice for building-up metal spraying
3600 {Part I )-1973 Code of procedure for testing of fusion welded

joints and weld metal in steel - General test (first ",,;sio1l )
3613-1970 Acceptance tests for wire flux combinations for submerged

arc welding (first revision )
4353-1967 Recommendations for sub-merged arc welding of mild 'steel

and low alloy steels
4943-1968 Assessment of butt and fillet fusion welds in steel sheet, plate

and pipe
4944·1968 Code of procedure for welding at low ambient temperatures
4972-1968 Resistance spot-welding electrodes
5206·1969 Corrosion-resisting chromium and- chromium-nickel steel

covered electrodes for manual metal arc welding
5462·1969 Colour code for identification of covered electrodes for metal

arc welding
5922-1970 Qualifying test for welders engaged in aircraft welding
6560-1972 Molybdenum and chromium-molybdenum low alloy steel

welding rods and base electrodes for gas shielded arc welding
7307 { Part I )-1974 Approval testing of welding procedures: Part I Fusion

welding of steel
7310 (Part I )-1974 Approval testing of welders working to approval

welding procedures: Part I Fusion welding of steel
7318 { Part I )-1974 Approval testing of welders when welding procedure

approval is not required: Part I Fusion welding of stee!
7318 ( Part I I )-1974 Approval test for welders when welding procedure

approval is not required: Part II TIG or MIG welding of
aluminium and its alloys

IV) HdftdlJoDlcs

SP:

6(1)-1964 Structural steel sections ( ,lfJisltl )
6(2)-1962 Steel beams and plate girders
6(3)-1962 Steel columns and struts
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SP:

6(4)-1969 Use of high strength friction grip bolts
6(6)-1972 Application of plastic theory in design of steel structures
6(7)-1972 Simple welded girders

12·1975 lSI Handbook for gas welders

V) MiselilimlOlU

IS:

696-1972 Code of practice (or general engineering drawings ( ,tetnUl
,msioll )

962·1967 Code of practice for architectural and building drawiDg.
(fi,,, ,ms;",. )

7205-1974 Safety code for erection of structural steelwork
7215-1974 Tolerance. for fabrication of.tee) structure.
8640-1977 Recon.mendations for dimensional parameten for industrial

buildings
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